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TO STEADY FORCING

Peter John Webster
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of Philosophy.

ABSTRACT

A theoretical analysis is made of the large-scale station-
ary zonally asymmetric motions that result f.rom the heating and oro-
graphic effect in the tropical atmosphere. The release of latent heat
dominates the sensible and radiational heating and the latter two are
ignored. The first linear model is a continuous stratified atmosphere
in solid westward rotation with no dissipation. Of the modes corre-
sponding to positive eigenvalues (equivalent depths) only the rota-
tionally-trapped Kelvin wave exhibits a significant response. The so-
lutions with negative equivalent depths are considered unrealistic
because their amplitude is a maximum in high latitudes where the wind
is westerly. Because the Kelvin wave response does not compare well
with the observed flow, it is concluded that the neighboring wester-
lies in the real atmosphere are important even if the forcing is in
low latitudes.

The second linear model is a two-layer numerical model in-
cluding parameterized dissipation and realistic basic currents. Fol-
lowing an analysis of the response to especially simple forms of heat-
ing and orographic forcing, realistic forcing is considered. Close
to the equator dissipative effects are very important in this model.
The dominant forcing at very low latitudes is the latent heating; at
higher latitudes the advective terms and the effects of rotation be-
come more important and the influence of the orography and the heat-
ing are more nearly equal. A study of the energetics shows that the
response near the equator is due both to local latent heating and to
the effect of steady forced motions at subtropical latitudes.

Reasonable agreement between the predicted and observed mo-
tions indicates that most of the observed circulations at low latitudes
are forced by heating and orography within or on the border of the
equatorial regions.

Thesis Supervisor: Professor Norman A. Phillips
Title: Professor of Meteorology
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

During the last decade or so the role of the tropical

atmosphere in the general global circulation has been a topic of.

great interest and some debate. Rather than thinking of the low-

latitude circulations as being driven entirely by energy generated

at higher latitudes there has been a general trend during this

period to accept the concept that the low-latitude condensational

processes constitute the primum mobile of the atmosphere (Charney,

1968). More recently there have been a series of studies of the

statistical properties of the large-scale equatorial motions in an

attempt to link the tropics with motions to poleward- (e.g., Kidson,

et al.,.1969). Also much effort has been spent-in attempting to

show how the cumulus scale motions interact with the large-scale

motions in the tropics (e.g., Charney and Eliassen, 1964). However,

despite the resurgence of interest tropical meteorology has enjoyed,

the study of the stationary motions or standing eddies of the tropi-

cal atmosphere has been generally neglected.

In analyses of the winds in the lower stratosphere over.

the equatorial Pacific, the existence of transient planetary-scale

waves were first found by Yanai and Muruyama (1966). Since then

these transient modes have been the subject of many observational

and theoretical studies. Most studies which refer to the steady

circulations in low latitudes appear to be of an observational
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nature, However rather than considering the overall structure of

the stationary wavesmost studies refer to specific phenomena in

the tropics (e.g., Koteswaram (1958) and Flohn (1964) have both

extensively studied the properties of the easterly jet stream

structure over Africa and the Indian Ocean but consider it as an-

entity rather than as being possibly part of a large scheme of

motions). Thus, except for their statistical properties, discussed

by Kidson, et al. (1968), the structure of the stationary waves of

the low latitudes has received little attention. Fig. (1.1)

shows the spatial-deviations of the time-average zonal (U' in Fig.

(1.la) and meridional (V' in Fig. 1.lb) velocity components at the

equator.* The components are represented at specific pressure

levels for the two seasons December, January, and February (DJF)

and June, July, and August (JJA). An appreciable longitudinal

variation of both velocity components is apparent. The magnitude

of the zonal component varies by about 110 m/sec at 200 mb to

15 m/sec at 1000 mb. The variation of the meridional component

is only between ±3 m/sec and t2 m/sec. Another interesting

feature which appears in both seasons is the apparent variation in

the vertical. For example the magnitude of the components possesses

maxima in the upper and lower troposphere with a minimum amplitude

near 500 mb. Also the flow in the upper troposphere appears to be

nearly out of phase with the motions at lower levels.

* The analysis was made using the data described in Kidson, et al.
(1968). In their notation the quantities plotted in Fig. (1.1) are

Wi and V_" .
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FIGURE 1.1 Observed values of the spatial deviation of the time-,averaged
velocity field at the equator for the twz? seasons DJF nnd JJA. The zonal
(U') and the meridional (V') components are shown at Specified pressure
level4 f romn 1000 mb to 200 mb.



What mechanisms can be responsible for the stationary

-disturbances shown in Fig. (1.1)? One possibility is the influence

of standing eddies of higher latitudes forcing the equatorial mo-

tions in much the same manner as Mak (1969) found for the transient

eddies. Other possibilities exist also. A glance at an atlas

shows that there are three equatorial continents straddling the

equator, each with considerable orography. These are Central Am-

erica, equatorial Africa and the maritime "continent" of Indonesia.

In the northern sector of the tropics lie the arid regions of the

Sahara and the Middle East, the Indian sub-continent and the Hi-

malayas. Also the annual distribution of the precipitation in the

tropics reveals a large longitudinal variation. For example each

of the three tropical continents possesses relative precipitation

maxima, the possible importance of which has been discussed by

Ramage (1968). It thus seems that the orography, the release of

latent heat, the effect of the ocean-continental contrast and

perhaps a longitudinal radiational heating variation could play a

role in the production of the standing eddies. It is to the problem

of assessing the role played by these forcing functions located

within the tropics that we address this study.

Specifically, this study is a theoretical attempt to in-

vestigate the large-scale stationary zonally asymmetric motions

that result from the influence of forcing functions located within

the tropical atmosphere. If.the effect of forcing from higher lat-

itudes is of importance then it will be apparent when the results



of our computations are compered with observations. Before de-

scribing the method with which we will tackle the stated problem,

it is interesting to briefly surmarize previous work in the area

of stationary forcing.

In mid latitudes the study of steady motions generated

by longitudinal dependent forcing has a long history going back at

least to Rossby's (1939) surmise on the excitation of the free

modes of a simple atmosphere. Charney and Eliassen (1949) were

the first to make a detailed study upon the perturbation of the

westerlies by orographic forcing and were soon followed by Smagor-

insky (1953) who considered the effect of zonally asymmetric ex-

ternal heating. Since these three pioneering works there have beet

a multitude of similar steady state models which have been generally

successful in reproducing at least the gross features of mid-latitude

stationary flow (see Derome (1968).for a detailed account of these

investigations).

The above studies have the common feature of all being

steady-state linear boundary value problems. A second form of model

was instigated by Phillips (1956). This method of studying the

stationary perturbations consisted of starting with some prescribed

initial state and predicting its evolution over a long period of

time. The time-averaged solution is considered to be the climate

of thie model. Such models have become very sophisticated and heve

come to extend over the entire globe and include many levels in

the vertical. The numerical methods of solution allow the



±acorporaition of complex -parameterization of various physical pro-

cesses such as, the release of latent heat. Some of the properties

of such models and experimente performed tdth them are described

by Smagorinsky (1963), Manabe, dt al. (1965), Kasahara and Washing-

ton (1967) and more recently by Manabe, et al. (1970). Although

it is possible to concentrate upon the response of one particular

region of the globAl response as Manabe, etal. (1970) did for the

low latitudes, it is very difficult to study one particular phen-

omenon due to the complexity of the model.

In the ensuing study we will attempt to keep the models

as simple as possible while still retaining as much of the impor-

tant features of the tropical atmosphere as we can and still retain

some degree of mathematical tractibility. We follow this path

rather than building a general circulation model in the hope that

the physics governing the response-of the system will be more

readily understandable. Of course there is a price to pay for

this and in our model it is with the simplicity with which we must

represent the forcing functions. Rather than allowing the motions

to interact and determine the latent heat release, as in the model

used by Manabe, et al. (1970), we are forced to seek the circulation

which is consistent with a known forcing function.

One of the most important problems in such a study is the

determination of the relevant fields of forcing funetion. In the

second chapter we will undertake this task. In Chapter 3 we will

utilize these forcing functions to seek the response of an extremely
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simple linear model atmosphere, The model consists of a coutin-

uous stratified atmosphere in solid westward rotation above the

earth's sphere.

In order to incorporate the effects of a more realistic,

and hence more complicated basic field, a linear two-layer model is

proposed in Chapter 4. The response of the two-layer model to the

same forcing fields is described in Chapter 5, but in order to more

readily interpret these results, some preliminary experiments are

undertaken in which heating and orography forcing of a specially

simple form is used. With the aid of these results the response

of the model to the total seasonal forcing fields (i.e., heating

plus orography) is discussed and compared with some observational

data. Chapter 6 is devoted to the study of the energetics of the

forced motions.

In the last section, Chapter 7, we will draw some general

conclusions about the long-term behavior of the tropical atmosphere.



CHAPTER 2

FORCING FUNCTIONS AT LOW LATITUDES

In this chapter we will endeavour to establish the low-

latitude orographic and thermal forcing fields. As the topography

of the earth's surface is well known globally, the determination

of the first function presents little problem. The resolution of

the heating functions, however, is a more difficult task. Basic--

ally this is because such functions cannot be measured directly

so that a relationship must be known between the function and some

other observable field. Even if we know the relationship well,

we have to cope with the observational problem which is especially

acute in equatorial regions. To overcome the latter problem, we.

will make use of satellite data to provide the means of determining

the gross features of the major low latitude heat sources and sinks.

As we are primarily interested in the response of the

tropical atmosphere to localized forcing, we must consider what to

do about the forcing functions in extra-equatorial regions. Two

possibilities present themselves. Either we may stipulate that

the forcing is zero poleward of, say, 30* or we may let the forcing

function decay in some prescribed fashion towards the poles. In

order to avoid possible complications in allowing a latitudinal

discontinuity to exist in the forcing functions, the first



alternative is abandoned and a continuous decay function chosen.

The function has the properties of possessing continuous first

and second derivatives and gn e-folding latitude near 40*. The

function is:

(g) --_ g3)(2.1)

,so that an orography or heating function G may be written as

^Xte,4>= 'X(,i) 1(91(K.30*

(2.2)

')((,0 ')(9=3'es((9, (l > 30*

2.1 Orography

To form the orography function, the estimates of Berkofsky

and Bertoni (1955) were used. From their five degree average ele-

vations, values every ten degrees- of longitude and five degrees of

latitude between *30* were extracted. This produced the array

A more convenient representation of the orography function

Is in wave-number space. To do this we expand the array S (9) P)

in the Fourier series

00

7= (0,() = Co5 ' + () is (2.3)



where ,() and a() dre the real sth cosine and sine

coefficients. a is a non-negatiVe integer.

We note that (2.3) may be expressed alternatively

(Q2)] (&)e (2.4)

where (A) indicates the complex conjugate, - L , and

denotes the real part.

The Fourier coefficients were calculated numerically.

The amplitude spectrum A 4 is shown as a function of

latitude on Fig. (2.1). Generally the amplitudes of the coeffici-

ents are larger away from the equator, especially near 30*N, and

die off with increasing wave number.

Fig. (2.2) illustrates the recomposition of the orography

with the first nine harmonics, excepting s = 0. Three outstanding

features stand out. These are the Himalayas, the Andes and the

African highlands. Whereas there are three relative maxima along

the equator (the Andes and Brazilian highlands, the African high-

lands and the mountains of the "maritime continent" Indonesia),

their amplitude is somewhat smaller than those to the north and

the south.

In forming the orographic forcing function, we will only

use the first nine longitudinal harmonics. This is because the

largest amplitudes appear in this range and the major features are
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FIGURE 2.2 Composite map of the earth'$ orography using the first nine Fourier coefficients
(s - 1,9) (units - 0n2metres).



well defined. The intlusion of the higlier wave numbers tends

only to "sharpen" the existing peaks and lsmooth" the surface of

the ocean.

2.2 Heating Functions

The heating or cooling of the atmosphere involves many

complicated processes. Basically, these are:

(1) the absorption of solar short-wave radiation Q ,

(ii) the cooling by long-wave radiation emission

(iii) the heating or cooling by the turbulent transfer

of sensible heat between the atmosphere and its

lower boundary -em ,

and (iv) the heating or cooling due to the condensation or

evaporation of water vapor in, the atmosphere aQ.

Formally, the total heating in an atmospheric column is given by:

25W L) +V~ Q QL (2.5)

The complexity .of investigating the heat budget of the

earth-atmosphere system, or estimating those heating functions likely

to be important in our study, is exemplified by the interdependency

of the various terms in (2.5). For example, the enormous release.

of latent heat in the tropical atmosphere is likely to be dependent

upon, at least initially, an equatorial flux of moist air forced
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by a mean north-south radiational heating gradient. Also,' the pre-

ferred longitudinal distribitioindk prediiation (and hence the

release of latent heat) in the tropics appears to be coupled to

the sensible heat flux in thz lower part of the atmosphere. An

example of this interdependency is the cloudless region of the

equatorial southeastern Pacific, which appears to coincide with

the cold oceanic upwelling areas.

At best, we can hope to establish the relative importance

of the terms in (2.5) and then develop as systematic a method as

possible to estimate them. Fortunately we can utilize earlier at-

mospheric heat budget studies to aid us in this determination.

Katayama (1964) studied the mean heat budget of the north-

ern hemisphere for January and July, and calculated hemispheric

estimates of each term in (2.5). Using these results, we can cal-

culate the zonal average of the term and the root-mean-square

value (RMSV) of its zonal perturbations at 0*, 10*N, 20*N, and

30*N for both months. The RMSV was calculated to provide some in-

dication of the longitudinal variability of the function. The

results are displayed in Table (2.1).

Consideging first the radiational 1aating D +L %W+

we note that it consists of a large zonal mean and a relatively

small RMSV. This is true for both months at all latitudes. The

sensible heat estimates (sN), on the other hand, show a small

zonal mean and RMSVs of the same order as the radiational term.



Table -2.1: Zonal mean and

various heating functions.

mates of Katayama (1964).

zonal root-meai-square values -of the

Calcuiations weie made using the esti-

(Units:, cal/m 2day.)

(i) JANUARY

LAT 00 10*N 20*N 30*N

R -210 ' 12 -225 * 25 -238 ± 24 -216 * 26

Q eN 6 *24 7 22 26 ± 20 39 24

- 288 U0 196 ± 111 83 ± 80 118 80

83 112 -18 113 -100 88 -35 95

(ii) JULY

LAT 00 10*N 20*N 30*N

0 o -192 ± 19 -183 ± 24 -185#* 23 -175 * 27

. 10 ± 18 11 ± 28 32 * 40 63 ± -55

2L 256 ± 112 354 ± 139 232 * 192 157 ± 166

T 74 108 185 ± 152 88 198 47 ± 180
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The exception occurs north of, 200 n July where the RMSV increases

by a factor of two. A study of Kiatayamatia (1964) charts suggests

that this is attributable to the Sahara Desert. The latent heat

( SLI ) shows very iarge mean values and the largest RMSVs of all

the terms. These are a factor of three larger than the total 1MSVs

of the other two terms, in the Vicinity of the equator, and at

least twice the value towards 30*N. Comparison of the RMSVs of

the three terms of (2.5) implies the dominance of the latent heat

release. Finally, with data extracted from Katayama's (1964, Fig.

30) hemispheric chart of the total non-adiabatic heating, the

average value'-and RMSV of Qrowvz was calculated. This is the

last entry in Table (2.1). Most notable is the similarity between

its RMSV and that of QL4 . The latent heat, in fact, accounts

for nearly all the total variance!

In choosing the most important terms of (2.5) we may rel-

egate the longitudinal variation of both %EtM and !nP o indi-

vidually to positions of secondary importance by comparison to the

RMSVs of QLH . Moreover we can neglect their cumulative effect

due to the similarity of the RMSVs of 0 en and TOTAi.

2.3 Distribution of Latent Heat.

Most estimates of the distribution of latent heat release

utilize precipitation data (e.g. Katayama (1964), Budyko (1963)).

This method is only as good as the density of the precipitation



observations. As the lak of observations is an inherent problem

in the tropical atmosphere, we will develop an alternative method

to develop the field as

As a means of obtaining a field of 4LR (0,'), showing no

bias between oceanic and continental regions, we will utilize the

seasonal global charts of "brightness" (or visual albedo) presented

in digitalized form (ten classifications, 0 to 10) by Taylor and

Winston (1968). The sourcesof their data were the ESSA 3 and ESSA

5 satellites. At this stage the "brightness" charts cannot be

thought of as representative of just cloud cover. This is because

bright cloudless areas exist. Principally these are desert regions

and areas of ice and snow. (Since we are concerned with the tropi-

cal atmosphere, we can ignore the last effect.)

To subtract out the desert effects, we compare the seasonal

global cloud estimates of Clapp (1964) with the brightness charts.

(Unfortunately the calculations of Clapp are insufficiently de-

tailed to be used directly in our latent heat calculations as he

divides his cloudiness into only four categories.) In the December,

January, and February season (DJF), two bright cloudless areas were

found. These were the Sahara Desert and the arid Middle East. In

June, July and August (JJA), the Sahara was the only anomaly. The

brightness index of such regions was relagated to the lowest index

(=0). Finally, noting that oceanic areas of known little cloudi-

ness appear as regions of low brightness index (e.g. the area in



the eastern Pacific - see figure (4) of Korhfield et al., 1967),

we assume that background albedo over the oceans and the continents

is the same. This allows us to consider the modified brightness

charts as digitalized distributions of mean seasonal cloudiness.

We now assume that the cloudiest areas (i.e. brightest

regions) correspond to regions of greatest precipitation and that

a proportionality factor exists between the brightness.index and

the precipitation and so with the latent heat release. We now

seek this factor.

First, the zonal averages of the seasonal brightness

indices were compared with Katayama's (1964) zonally-averaged

Good agreement was found even though his estimates

were made for the mid-months of each season only. To obtain the

proportionality factor, it was assumed that a linear relationship

exists between the two sets of curves. This provides a propor-

tionality constant of 62.5 cal/cm 2day. We then have the function:

5Lv ((4 ) :(1C 1\1(QC) (2.6)

where QLW (Qy (#) (cal/cm2day) is the total release of latent

heat in an atmospheric column of unit cross-sectional area, ( is

the proportionality constant and N(,<) the cloudiness or modi-

fied brighness index.

Following the same procedure as with the orography function,
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we expand W () in a Fourier series, i.e.

00

yL(,()-YGI (O ss( +%(G) 5c$ (2.7)

or identically

s So.
~0

where

Figs. (2.4) and (2.5) show the amplitude spectra of the Fourier

coefficients from s = 1 to s = 13 for both seasons. Both DJF and

JJA show a fairly rapid decrease of amplitude with wave number.

This allows us to make the same s = 9 truncation it the repre-

sentation of the heating functions as was made for the orography.

In DJF the largest amplitudes appear in the southern hemisphere,

especially equatorward of 15*S. Generally, in JJA the amplitudes

are somewhat smaller than the corresponding DJF spectra except

poleward of 15*N.

Fig. (2.6) presents a recomposition of the seasonal

latent heat distributions using the first nine sine and cosine

coefficients. In DJF three large maxima are apparent, correspdnd-

ing rovgidg with the equatorial regions of South America (parti-

cularly thA Amazon Basin), southern equatorial Africa, and the
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"maritime continent" of Indonesia pius the areas to the north and

south. Ramage (1968) discussed the importance of the tropical

continents as major sources bf latent heat. The arid regions of

north Africa and the Middle Easit aepear as heat sinks as do the

southern Atlantic and (especially) the southeastern Pacific.

Considering now the JJA recomposition, we note the dominance of

the extremely strong heat source in the vicinity of the Indian

-subcontinent. Besides this there exist only relatively weak

maxima in north and central equatorial America and in Africa and

weak sinks in the ocean regions. and North Africa.

How much confidence may we have in these estimates? To

teat them, selected areas of relatively well-known precipitation

distribution were compared -with the seasonal latent heat determi-

nations. The calculations are summarized in Appendix A, and result

in good agreement between the implicit and explicit determinations.

We have not stipulated how LI (Gy ) , the total release

of latent heat in a unit atmospheric column, is distributed in the

vertical. Denoting to be the rate of heating per unit

mass (cal/gm day), we may separate the function into

where , the rate of heating per unit mass and length

(cal/gm day cm), is the amplitude of the vertical function f(z).



The asaumption that the vertical dependence is independent of the

horizontal coordinate is reasonable in the tropics where one type

of precipitation process predominates.

We may relate Ouf(b) and (0 ,) in the follrowing

manner.

- J Ch 2 (2.10)

Introducing a new. vertical coordinate, ZI I'Olp , (2.10) becomes

For an isothermal and hydrostatic atmosphere, it is easy to show,

with the aid of the equation of state, that

?(Y> =Q(0)e

so that -

P (y (0)o) (2.11)

We will elect the vertical dependency to be of the form

e (2.12)
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where - is chosen to place 'he maximum of the function at some

desired height. -Between (2.1l4and (2.12) we finally get

S .(2.13)
P(O)

so that the total three-dimensional heating function may be

written as

2(P, (02)+ Z e 2 4 (90) (2.14)

where tLH (Q, is given by the expansion (2.7) or (2.8). The

value of we choose is 1.62. This corresponds to a maximum in

the latent heat release near five kilometers and coincides with

the determinations of Vincent (1969).

In the two-layer model, the vertical distribution of the

heating is necessarily very simple. As the thermodynamic equation

is only expressed at the interface of the two layers, this is

tantamount to assuming that the heating function is distributed

equally throughout the atmospheric column. In other words,

Q(G, 4,..) in (2.14) is not a function of z. Formally, for

the two-layer model, (2.10) is written as

2U4 t(2.15)



The integral is solved by introducing the hydrostatic approximation,

so that

(4tw(j9 >(P) (2.16)

The total heating function for the two-layer model is given by

the expression

(@) 9 : ) (LC/N)) (2.17)

In the fifth chapter we will test the consistency between

the thermal forcing and the predicted motions in low latitudes.

Specifically we will compare the distribution of the release of la-

tent heat inferred by the divergence field of the two-layer model

with those values used to formulate the forcing functions in this

chapter.



CHAPTER 3

SIMPLIFIED CONTINUOUS MODEL

3.1 Description of the Model

As a first step in the study of the maintenance of the

time-independent motions of the tropical atmosphere, we consider

a very simple linearized model. While still retaining some im-

portant features of the real atmosphere, it is sufficiently simple

to allow analytic investigation.

To facilitate the separation of the basic equations, we

choose a mean state in which the basic zonal flow is one of solid

rotation. To simulate the mean conditions of the tropical atmo-

sphere, this basic flow is assumed to move in a westward sense.

The mean temperature gradient is allowed to vary only with height

and both the basic and perturbation states are assumed to be hy-

drostatic. For simplicity, dissipation effects, radiational or

frictional, are ignored.

An interesting consequence of our simple basic atmosphere

is the creation of the "non-Doppler" terms in the equations of

motion and the boundary conditions. Such terms are peculiar to

a rotating system and are'a result of the latitudinally dependent

pressure field necessary to balance the Coriolis force in the

basic flow. Unlike the "Doppler" advection terms, they are not

removable by merely changing the reference frame to move with the



basic flow. Such terms, however, reader the lower boundary con-

dition inseparable, requiring scaling argumflents to justify their

neglect.

3.2 The Goveraing Eguations

The non-linear equations for this infinite, hydrostatic

and compressible atmosphere are written below. Co-latitude and

longitude are designated by 0 and 0.and the vertical coor-

dinate by ~Z (=| n P*p) , where is a constant. The respective

velocity components are u, positive to the east, v, positive to

the north, and Z , positive upwards. q represents the geo-

potential and Qjis the heating rate per unit mass. OL and are

the radius of the earth and the gas constant.

dv 32 O' JCO S~stz (9

(3.1)2( b

_ V h=2c

aL- D _z VLk L C$



Z is related to w, the vertical velocity perpendicular to the

earth's sphere, by the following kalationsliiy.

~~cU (3.2)

We now linearize the non-linear set about the simple

basic field, and consider only steady state solutions.

u (0, 4,) = UV )+uNo<>z

vf) UP, )Z) '(c9)

The simple zonal flow is given by

- (G) -- 51 Qsn (9 (3.4)

where S is some number which is negative for a westward (or
easterly) rotation, and positive for an eastward (or westerly)

rotation of the atmosphere relative to the earth's sphere. For

a westward basic flow of 5 m/sec at the equator,, has a magni-

tude of -10-2.

This leads to the following linear set:
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.S \ 21. C*>t9(A - 7 e

o.Qt VI (9

and the basic field

aJTos 9 45 uCo9)JA

(a)

(b)

(3.5)

(c)

(d)

(3.6)

We define a, the radius of the earth, as the length scale and (2A)-

as the time scale. This allows us to define the following non-

dimensional quantities (unprimed):

. ' (ZAlcA)v , 64= (2fackV'E

=)5 = (2c Ao 7 o

(3.7)

The algebra is

CA n r s

simplified by the following transformations

(3.8)/ Cos G



and

U'(p))2) =

V' (AA, 6, ) =

W /Ad) =

[i JA
i.f~'v

_zi
(3.9)

Assuming cyclic (or re-entrant) boundary conditions in 6 (i.e.,

'X(( o): X((b271) ), we seek longitudinal solutions propor-

tional to where s is a non-negative integer, i.e.,

U')V) \/-~. (5 ,) U J\\/, (1,) e (3.10)

and

(3.11)

The coefficient functions of , Z. and 5 are related by

+ApV, 4 s =0

-'S \/, + r0aU , [S =

- 5z U,) 5 - 3 \

(a)

(b)

(3.12)

(c)

<d)



where

and

is the "Doppler-shifted" frequency of the motion and is

defined as:

S (3.13)

Note that 5 is positive for an easterly flow (Sc0) and negative

for a westerly flow ( S0)

We will choose the vertical velocity W 5(A32) to be the

governing variable. First this choice leads to a simpler set of

boundary conditions and second it allows us to represent all the

solutions in terms of one variable.

(3.12a) and (3.12b) are solved for U3 and V,

U,(pA) = F, [T )z)

and V 5 ( 7) = Fx[ I (p7)]

where F, , - ( .' +5)

Eliminating US and V from (3.12c) gives



4?\/\SJ (3.13)

where

4 _ (3.14)

is the "traditional" Hough operator (c.f. Flattery's (1967) equa-

tion (2.11) noting especially that the effect of the basic zonal

flow only affects the coefficients of the operators by constant

factors). Flattery (1967) shows to be a self-adjoint operator

which infers that it posses orthogonal eigenfunctions and real

eigenvalues.

Operating on (3.12d) with and (3.13) with DZ yields

.) L\ I -\f\5 P (3.15)

\~J* L\th
Now if AZ LA) is the n eigenfunction of the latitudinal oper-

ator , such that

-i- 0SVh(A)~ (3.16)

where the E are the associated eigenvalues, we can expand WS

and q5 as a series of these eigenfunctions, i.e.,



(3.17)

Z )5 -)w* A (b)

Then using (3.16) and (3.17) we can separate (3.15), yielding the

"vertical structure equation"

_k C01- E~ 0)zz) 0 (3. 18)

The problem now is to find \/\A (^9 . We do not seek

its general form however, but only that form defined by the para-

meters of our specific problem. These are the basic zonal flow tY
(arid hence S ) and the wavenumber 5 , which together give the

Doppler-shifted frequency. We will now see how these parameters-

define specific ranges of magnitudes for the eigenvalues which we

will use to obtain the appropriate form of V4*A .

3.3 The Eigenfunctions and Eigenvalues

Inspection of the coefficients of (3.12a and b) suggests

that U5 , V5 and (/A)7) have the same vertical dependence,

say o(( ),so that we may write

U/A (3-.19)



Using (3.17a,b) -and (3.19) in (3.13) giis

and

I A isNS/ (3.20a)

(3.12) thus becomes

-- Mot S OfA s e5 0 (b)

-sv! s f-s)Y-iI o (c) (3.20)
and

D E s3 -0U +(-pW , EI s = o (d)

(3.20) constitutes the horizontal part of the set (3.12). This set

is equivalent to Laplace's Tidal equations (except for the constant

coefficients A and the definition of 2, ) and we are able to make

use of an extensive study of these equations by Longuet-Higgins

(1968). In the first part of his study LonguetI-Higgins determined

'A =/(),s,E) numerically by assuming solutions as a series in

spherical harmonics. j is the order .of the Legendre polynomial.

The second part of his study involved the analytic search for the

asymptotic limits of the eigenfunctions hinted at by the numerical



results.

We will utilize Longuet-Higgins' results in the following

manner. Remembering that our frequency, 2, ' is predetermined by

and 5 , we will use the numerical results to find- the range

of the eigenvalue E appropriate to our problem. Being primarily in-

terested in an easterly basic flow ( ( 0 ), we consider only

those results relating to ) .*

Two families of solutions- are indicated. The first family,

for E'o , is shown in Fig. (3.1) and the second, for E( o , in

Fig. (3.2). All the graphs are in 2~U space and show various

wave modes designated by wave number signatures (j-s)(which repre-

sents the number of nodes in the /A-space (-1,1)). To include

our frequency range, the modal curves for E O were extrapolated

to larger values of E.

On each of the graphs in the two figures, the "Doppler-

shifted" frequencies for U = - 5 m/sec and - 10 m/sec are plotted.

These are the horizontal dashed lines labelled Xy and 'A1o res-

pectively. In the E2o case they are seen to intercept the modal

curves, , at very large values of E. In each case the in-

terception with the curve )-5= 0 occurs at slightly smaller

values of E. We will see later that this represents a special

case. Generally, for 0)o , it appears that our problem is

* In the following discussions )A should not be confused with the
Doppler-shifted frequency ')5 . The first parameter is the frequen-
cy of the free oscillations as considered by Longuet-Higgins (1968),
and is defined by A /-fl ( is the dimensional freq-
uency (sec )). -A is defined by (3.13).
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FIGURE 3.1 Interception of the Doppler-shifted frequency curves ('X-and 'Xio, corresponding to a basic
easterly flow of -5 and -10 m/sec) with the modal curves obtained by Longuet-Higgins (1968) for E> 0
and *'y 0.
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characterized by extremely large eigenvalues E

For E <o , we see that the interceptions by the "Doppler-

shifted" frequency curves and indicate negative eigen-

values between -102 and -103 which are considerably smaller than

the two groupings occurring as -+ 0 and 1. The eigenfunctions

associated with this family of eigenvalues will be discussed later.

We now seek the eigenfunctions associated with the large

positive eigenvalues ( E O) found in Fig. (3.1).

3.4 Solutions for E>> 0

A. The Eigenfunctions

As a first step in obtaining the eigenfunctions W* relative

to the range of very large positive eigenfunctions characteristic

of our problem, we require an equation in V*. This is easily ob-

tained by substituting U* from (3.20b) into (3.20c and d) and

eliminating V from the resulting two equations. We then have:

+

(c.f. Longuet-Higgins, 1968, eqn. 7.8).

The other variables may be expressed as functions of \I()

by manipulation of set (3.20). After some algebra, we obtain



'** [1-,i k i'VQ (a)

/A)s ) AsAI V~- S (b) (3.22)

and

Thus if we know the eigensolations of (3.21), we know the eigen-

function (3.22a). Again following Longuet-Higgins (1968), we note

that the last term of (3.21) must dominate for U))O . To ensure

that the solutions are at least finite atI = _ 1, the first term

must be retained. The only way that this term can balance the last

term is if the variation of IA is small so that the second deriv-

ative is large and (-,A -> I

So for E>)O , (3.21) becomes

With the new variable

1 A- (3.23)

the above equation takes the form

4 2 -IEI-5 59(-7tJV (3.24)
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Eqn. (3.24) is simildr to the Schrodinger equation for a

one-dimensional oscillator and is Idential to the governing equa-

tion one would get in V for a similar basic state on an equatorial.

( -plane, where one explicitly assumes that (I-fA)A-I . (c.f.

Matsuno, 1966, and Lindzen, 1967.)

Now if we define

)En5 -5A-i5 1A ~EA' (Iii (3.25)

(:= 0, 1, 2, .

then

V ( - ') (3.26)

where is the nth order Hermite polynomial. (3.26) is then

the latitudinal eigenfunction for V .

Using the recurrence relationships

we may write the eigensolutions (3.22a,b, and c) in the following

manner:



[5 n-~ (s)p4

-t E::

~A . i(s

EKI +jI 5E1&IS

Both Matsuno (1966) and Longuet-Higgins (1968) considered

the possibility of a special mode not taken into account in the

former procedure. This may occur if V A(-) . In this case the

horizontal set (3.15a,b) (3.17) and (3.18) would become (dropping

the subscripts for convenience):

-\U* i S *

(3.27)

where

(c)

and

(3.28)

3/9.

(a)

nil - 5 ciUUI [ (b)



A/ U * 4 (b)

(3.29)

(c)

and

(d)

(3.29a) and (3.29c) exhibit algebraic solutions if

E± (3.30)

A governing equation in W* is obtained through (3.29a,b, and d).

This is

CawOb.4. n- A/* = o

which possesses solutions of the form

1

W~(1&~z (3.32)

Through (3.31), the exponent a is determined to be

Now a positive exponent in (3,32) would lead to an exponential growth

with latitude. To assure finiteness at IA. = , we ignore the

(3.31)



of (3.30). In I -space, the solution to (3.31) is

W*V) 17 (a)

which in turn gives the eigensolutions

(b)

and

We also have

U* (A)

V*(4)

1 6 ^ 0/7
(a)

(d)

Matsuno (1966) has shown that an alternative method of ob-

taining (3.30) is to set n = -1 in (3.35). So to this special so-

lution we can appropriate the signature n = -1. Then if we define

.C_145- 5-1 LW'a 1 = (316 1Z.034)

and realise that lk0, the solution (3.33) may be included in the

family (3.26), (3.27a,b, and c).

Finally, we may evaluate the eigenvalues t . For a

free system, the frequency is obtained from (3.25), i.e.,

(3.33)

negative root

A)s = I
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whereas Eno5 is determined with the aid of the vertical structure

equation (3,18). In the forced problem the frequency is given, by

, a known function of s and. , and we use (3.25) to solve

for Es1 ; i.e.,

E = E (rt, - )

Solving (3.25) for E with (0 we obtain

EM(1V + 1)'L 4 +5 l)Jj (3.35)

To ensure finiteness as , we choose the positive root,

otherwise we would have EN 0 , and through (3.23) we see that

the exponents of the solutions (3.26) and (3.27a,b, and c) would be

positive. For n = -1, the eigenvalue is found via (3.35) or (3.30).

In Fig. (3.3), the eigenvalues are plotted against s over

the range n = -l to 15. We note especially the extremely large

values of E for all n >1 0 and the slightly small, and constant,

value of E for n = -1. As s increases, th'e Ev,o progressively

approach the values of . This can be seen formally by letting

5--+oo in (3.38) where we find E+4/g (c.f. (3.30)).

In the next section we will briefly consider the free re-

gime of the system. By considering some of the properties of the

free modes, we may anticipate their response to the forcing.
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B. The Free Regime

Similar discussions of the free modes for E> 0 have been

given by Matsuno (1966) and Lindzen (1961) for the equatorial 9 -

plane.- Our- approach is different in that we seek only to illuminate

the forced problem..

We consider an isothermal atmosphere such that 5(Z)
constant. Letting

.. ~ 42 Yn,5(7 (3.38)

reduces the free vertical structure equation (i.e., (3.19) with

nls -0) to its canonical form, viz.,

nt Z015 n, -~ O(3.39)

where

Et~z£,55C7 (- (3.40)

(3.39) exhibits propagating (internal) solutions if rVl'> (i.e.,

5 )E,/-) m may be thought of as the vertical wave number

of the mode, which is continuous in this infinite atmosphere. For.

me o (or S0E ('/q. ) exponential (or external) solutions

exist. We will consider only the former case here as for any rea.l-

istic and large values of Es (as suggested previously),

Ml )o over all n and s.



Fig. (3.4) shows the frequency N as a function of wave

numbers n and s holding m constant, i~e.,>i&, 1,,i). The figure

presents three modes (designated by Ge , Gw and R for eastward

and westward propagating Rossby waVes, respectively), each attri-

butable to a root of the cubic dispersion relationship, plus the

special mode, n = -1 (denoted K for Kelvin wave). The Kelvin wave

is rather interesting in that it is trapped at the equator due to

the earth's rotation.

We will now ignore those modes (K and Gw ) possessing

phase velocities of the opposite sign to the apparent frequency of

the stationary forcing functions, as seen by an observer moving with

the basic current. This is because there is no possibility of ex-

citing these free -modes at their natural frequencies in a basic

current of the same sense as their phase velocities. Only the G C

and K modes possess this capability.

Figs. (3.5) and (3.6) are sections of the three-dimensional

dispersion curve = n,5, for the half-space ^) . The

first figure represents cuts for several values of n = constant

and the second for s = constant. Plotted on each graph are the inter-

ceptions of these perpendicular sections with the modal lines of

the vertical wave numbers. The dashed lines represent curves of

the "Doppler" frequency for the stationary forcing

functions (again as seen by an observer moving with the basic flow).

These are drawn for various values of s. The interceptions of these
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FIGURE 3.4 Plot of frequency against 5 , for various Yt,
with m = 10 and 5 = .026 and S = -. 01.



"Doppler" curves with the modal lines m = m. indicate the vertical

modes we may expect to excite for a Sireti basic current.*

The first graph of Fig. (3.5) for n = -1 illustrates the

nondispersive nature of the Kelvin wave. We can see that for a

given basic current, the "Doppler" curve is coincident with one

modal line m = m0 . This is because for each m, the phase speed is

a constant and so for a constant basic current there is always one

Kelvin wave with an equal and opposite phase speed. We also note

that as the basic current increases, the vertical wave number m

decreases,, signifying an increase in the vertical scale height.

For the gravity wave n = 0, the interceptions are seen to strongly

depend upon s and that for small s, they occur at very large m,

although decreasing with increasing s. This suggests that for the

gravity waves we can expect the largest longitudinal scales to be

coupled with the smallest vertical scales. Fig. (3.6) for s = 1

and 5 emphasizes the above and shows the strong dependency of de-

creasing vertical scales with increasing n.

We can use this information to calculate the actual verti-

cal scale lengths [Z we expect to excite in the isothermal

* By (3.37), 2-- /\(0{6' 20) with the basic current entering by

- I ts . Strictly, then, we should consider only those in-

terceptions made by the "Doppler" curve corresponding to the S

used to form the dispersion curves. With this in mind, the curves

for l and 3S are shown only to show the trend with increasing

the basic flow even though 'A , in (3.37), is a weak function of $.
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FIGURE 3.5 Interceptions of the Doppler-shifted frequency curves (for

S = -.01, -.02, and -.03) with the modal curves lying on the section of
the three-dimensional dispersion curve (equation (3.25)) holding the

latitudinal wave numbet (k constant.
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FIGURE 3.6 $ame as Fig. (3.5) but with the longitudinal wave number held constant.
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atmosphere. From (3.39) we see that this is given by:

Z2R7
7 Y3G)E, %; = /m (3.42)

The -Z are plotted on Fig. (3.7) for .=--- As anticipated,

the largest longitudinal scales are associated with almost micro-

scopic vertical wavelengths. As s increases, the vertical scales

tend towards that of the Kelvin wave. This is to be expected as

the vertical scale is proportional to

The free modes can also be used to examine the latitudinal

scale of the forced motions. Applying the Sturm-Liouville oscil-

lation theorems to (3.24) (see e.g. Morse and Feshbach p. 721) we

can see that the solutions will change from oscillatory to exponen-

tial form at

.+ - - I E E A

With (3.23) and (3.41) we obtain the following expression for the

critical latitude:

The values of as a function of s for various n> 0 are shown

in Fig. (3.8). Not being a solution of (3.23) and not possessing

oscillatory behaviour, the Kelvin wave (n = -1) does not have a

critical latitude. To provide some indication of its latitudinal



scale, the e-folding distance of its Gaussian form solution is

plotted instead.

The most striking features of the figure are the small

latitudinal scales of the gravity waves, especially those corres-

ponding to the largest longitudinal scales (small s). For all

n)/ 0, the modes are cramped to within a fraction of a degree of

the equator. As s increases, the scales increase somewhat but only

to within a few degrees of the equator. Again it is the Kelvin

wave that exhibits the largest scale for all s, with its e-folding

distances of ± 7* about the equator.

.By considering the behaviour of the "m-intercepts" wtth s

as n increases (Fig. (3.5)), along with (3.43), it seems that/Ac.

approaches a limit at each s. The limiting curve is shown in Fig.

(3.8) and is labelled n = o0 . This limit,/A9 , may be devel-

oped formally in the following manner:

We first evaluate E4, . Manipulating (3.38) gives

(5L+ .t.) [1 1J4pff2f ~ nt. ~' n

Introducing this expression into (3.43) and seeking the limit Os

n -+ oo yields

n/- 1 (3.44)

~ T-?O4
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FIGURE 3.7 VerticAl scale height for an isothermal atmosphere
( = -.01) .
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This is an interesting result as it means that irrespective

of how many latitudinal wave numbers we consider, we are limited in

the latitudinal extent of our representation with eigenfunctions for

n'/0 and ) 0.

Investigation of the free regime has told us much about

the response we may expect to the steady forcing. Our findings -

are summarized below:

Ci) The vertical scale of all the gravity waves (n>, 0)

is extremely small, varying from meters for small s to the order of

one kilometer for very large s.

(ii) All gravity modes are concentrated close to the equa-

tor, especially for the largest longitudinal scales where the crit-

ical latitude falls within one degree from the equator. For a given

s, a limiting critical latitude exists as n->oo.

(iii) The Kelvin wave (n = -1) possesses the only sub-

stantial vertical and horizontal length scales, both Qf which are

independent of s. This is a consequence of it being a non-disper-

sive wave.

As we are required to expand the forcing functions in terms

of the eigenfunctions for the forced problem, certain problems

become immediat.ely apparent. For example consider an antisymmetric

function (or odd function) about the equator. To expand this



function in a series of the eigenfunction, we need the participation

of the odd terms of the 'expansion. But the odd eigenfunctions are

only those corresponding to the odd gravity waves n = 1,3,5 etc.

Now if most-of the power of the forcing function is in the small

s regime (say s = 2), with its maximum only a few degrees removed

from the equator, it is, because of (ii) above, highly unlikely

that we can express it accurately in terms of the eigenfunctions of

positive E.

Considering now some symmetric-(even) forcing function of

similar longitudinal structure, we can expect the even eigenfunctions

n = 0,2,4..., corresponding to the even gravity modes, to be

similarly impotent at any significant distance away from the equator.

However, we remember that the Kelvin wave is a symmetric or even

function in VA ( 7, and due to its latitudinal scale we expect

it to represent the only substantial response at any reasonable

distance from the equator.

- Thus, in summary, we can expect that given a general for-

cing field (i.e., an aggregate of odd and even coefficients for each

longitudinal wave number s), the resultant response by the modes

for positive E will be nearly symmetric about the equator with

nearly zero meridional velocity. In addition there will be a very

narrow band of weak motion, both symmetric and antisymmetric,

straddling the equator*.

* Compared to the Kelvin wave, the response of the gravity waves was

found to be very small. This was determined by considering the response

of the various modes to a hypothetital forcing functioi situated

symmetrically about the equator. The forcing function possessed equal

amplitude for each s. For small to moderate s, the G. response was
found to be at least two orders of magnitude smaller than the Kelvin

wave.
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The resolution of this dilemma lies df course in the eigen-

functions for negative E; they should be used in our case to give

an adequate representation of the low-latitude forcing.. This problem

is discussed in section 3.7. The conclusion reached there is that,

whereas this could be done in principle, it is not worth doing

because it would rely too heavily on the very artificial assumption

that the basic current is easterly at all latitudes, high as well

as low. The following sections therefore concentrate on evaluating

the Kelvin wave response.

3.5 The Boundary Conditions

We have already assumed cyclic conditions in longitude in

(3.10) and (3.11) and have also stipulated that the latitudinal

solutions are finite. We are now left with the problem of finding

the conditions at Z =0 and Z=o .

At Z=o) we will insist that all the energy must be

outgoing, or away from any source region, in the case of a propa-

gating solution, or, for a trapped or exponential solution, that

the energy density remain finite.

The lower boundary condition requires considerable more

attention. Ideally we would like to apply a condition at A =

constant surface. As we have a basic current, these surfaces are

tilted in order to maintain it. As a consequence the Z and Z

surfaces are not coincident.' It is an easy matter, though, to



estimate the tilt (which is ion -boppler effect). Now

where Z is the height, in Z-space, of the surface a = 0.

Using (3.6) and integrating over G , we find

67 SO+)~ o~ (3.45)

where we have let 7offA:0)=0. For a basic current of -5 m/sec we

find, using (3.4), that (3.45) represents a deformation of some

-400 meters between the equator and the poles. Between t30*, the

region in which we are most interested, the deformation is only

100 meters. This is far less than the height of the topography we

will consider. Then to good approximation, we can say that the sur-

f aces 7~2, and z = 0 are coincident.

Suppose that we know the distribution of topography R(e(

Using the kinematic boundary condition, which insists that the nor-

mal velocity to the surface is zero, we can find the linear condition

,that

\(( -C i9 (3.46)

where t((9$ is a perturbation quantity about z = 0 or Z = Z 0.

Using (2.4) and the linearized (3.2) with (3.8) and (3.10) we get



where'

13=
([ R 7/43'-c&

It is convenient mathematically to be able to write (3.47)

at Z = 0 rather than Z = Z . If the error in doing this is small,
0

one has achieved a considerable mathematical simplification in being

able to consider (A& as a perturbation about Z = 0. To estimate

the error involved, we expand the quantities in (3.47) in a Taylor

series about Z = Z . I.e.,

~~ CA*5 Z,(A I:0O
For a basic flow of 5 m/sec, A,10~ . Also, C1-iOso

that ) and . For small to moderate s, 2 ' . Using (3.44)

gives 7.A-0/ (- . Thus to at least an order of magnitude, we

can neglect the terms within the second set of square brackets.

This means, to good approximation, that we may express the boundary

condition at the surface Z = 0. I.e.,

*( 7 (3.48)

- 2:0~



For the forced problem de need A cotidition on the vertical

variable YnA at Z = 0. Iispection of (3.48) shows this to be

non-separable due. to the non-Dcppler termsi i.e., the second and the

fourth terms characterized by the varidble coefficients. We want

to show that these are small.
A

First we expand the orography function, S ffA) , as a

series in the eigenfunction , i.e.,

tj (Al)(3.49)

For the Kelvin wave we have V = 0 so that the fourth term immediately

disappears. Then with (3.33a and b) and the transformation (3.39),

(3.48) becomes:

Q[I + PYZ)1 4 D i C IRSYCI (3.50)

A scale for the vertical derivatives is given by (3.42), i.e.

OQ :2-n

Now as E*X.E C Therefore O J and the vertical oper-

ators 'V . From (3 .35),7(p)"- . Ordering (3.50)

in T we get:

II. ) + t V1 Y(o)3)4 3 7K [Y(0)i



Thus to at least two orders of magnitude, the lower

boundary condition for the Kelvin wave becomes:

(0) (3.51)

(Similar scaling arguments may be used to show that (3.51) ia also

true for \ N O .)

3.6 The Kelvin Wave Response.

We now seek solutions to the non-homogeneous vertical

structure equation subject to the non-homogeneous boundary condition

derived in the last section. The magnitude of the basic current

will be taken to be -5 m/sec. Using (3.38), (3.18) assumes the form

, 4 mI I (-) (3.52)
ZCZ

The 5I,s represent the heating coefficients of the expansion (3.17)

and are related to the heating functions defined in (2.7) in the

following way. Using (2.14), (3.9) and (3.11) we find

-Z KS(z (,RJ (3.53)

We will assume an isothermal atmosphere so that 52) -

constant. There is little to be gained, except for more complicated



algebra, in considering a mdo complicated stratification. For

example, for any observed value of 5(0, m>o , so that no trap-

ping of modes in the vertical can occur. This is due to the large-

ness of .

Using (3.17), (3.19) and (3.10), we can write down the

general solutions of the system for the Kelvin wave:

(3.54)

where

% 0

V (a >

U ~and are giveri by (3. 2)

c(Z,~ [Ya CL -03 Ck-K1 151 J5 R5(yJ (3.55)

As we are only considering the response of the Kelvin

wave, we will assume the n = -1 subscripting. We consider first.

the response to orographic forcing. Now MV p , so that the so-

lutions to the homogeneous (3.52) are oscillatory, i.e.,

w Ar m -CVv n

where A and B are complex and M0~ ~ Invoking the



radiation condition to ensure that the enetgy propagates away from

the source region, we neglect the wave with positive phase speed

(and hence downward energy flux) by insisting that A = 0. The other

constant, B, is determined by (3.51), so that the solution becomes

Ys z (3.56)

, -ts
Introducing (3.56) in (3.55) gives

$N, ns(b 1 cosmZ -b1 wm 2) (a)

-- COS (bC o5m2r 4bgn -i- im, }e e (3.57)

a,(k) - C055( (a1x rv2 -- COSyv ) (b)

-- Sh ( (,5 yirn M + [, Cosm7.)I

where

2, bNz - bem

Substitution of (3.57) into (3.54) gives the three-dimensional res-

ponse of the forced Kelvin waves.

We consider now the form of the so.utions with the heating.

As we do not include the orographic effect, the lower boundary con-

dition (3.51) is homogeneous. For Q /ithe thermal forcing in (3.52)

will decrease exponentially as Z--> . Again to ensure only an

outward flux of energy at Z=oO , we employ a radiation condition.



Using (3.51), the general sdlutibti of (3,52) (for Ot/2. ) is given

by

) (3.58)

Introducing (3.58) into (3.55) gives

o (Z,(): 05 (E + qcosrw--.S (ac(CZ, Cos sk 0 %g M14oOCs e C~ {5MM4(&)-

r M+d (3.59)

G)j.(sw))= COS SO1 8 -- 35 t

2 Z - /3 5 = mz i

Introduction of (3.59) into (3.54) gives the three-dimensional res-

ponse of the Kelvin wave in the model tropics.

The coefficients b, and are computed in the following

manner. Consider the Fourier coefficients o., for example, the oro-

graphy which are given by (2.4). is known at every

five degrees of latitude. By assuming that the coefficients vary

linearly with latitude between these points, we obtain an array

5(jA) by reading off values in increments of A/A . lis then
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expanded in the eigenfunction \V\ (I) , as in (3,49). The first

coefficient of the expansion corresponds to the Kelvin wave. I.e.,

h~~J, t V(~ (A)A~± c' (3.60)

The integrand of (3.60) was calculated at intervals of AA- .05

and the trapezoidal rule used to calculate the integral. An iden-
A

tical procedure was used to obtain .

Fig. (3.9) shows the amplitude spectra for the orography

function, b11 , and the heating, - L ,for

DJF and JJA. In both cases we note a rapid decrease in amplitude

with s. Summing these coefficients for n = -1 and s = 1 to 9 gives

the symmetric fields of the forcing functions shown in Fig. (3.10).

The main features of the functions are summarized below. Two large

heat sources, near 70W and 110E (corresponding to the equatorial

land masses of South America and Indonesia) appear in each season,

along with a weaker contribution from equatorial Africa. Generally,

the magnitudes appear larger in DJF than JJA. The third chart

shows the orographic maxima: the Andes, the African Equatorial

Highlands and the peaks of Indonesia. It should be mentioned that

each of these symmetric fields correspond to that part of the total

field which will only give rise to a Kelvin wave response.

Substituting the three families of forcing functions into

(3.57) and (3.59), and hence into (3.54), gives the three-dimensional
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response of the equatorial Kelvii wave to the specified forcing.

Figs. (3011) and (3.12) display the (Q0 ) distribution of the two

velocity components U and \A/ (at e .5 km for the heating and

a = 0 for the orography) while Figs. (3.13) and (3.14) show the ver-

tical sections 69,t) along the equator.

We will consider the seasonal heating response first.

The fields are characterized by regions of converging and diverging

currents which are associated, respectively, with ascending and

descending air over the heat sources and sinks. In this way zonal

or longitudinal circulations in the (,)7) plane are formed. The

structure, shown in Figs. (3.13a) and (3.13b), shows that the first

few kilometers are dominated by flow into (out of) these ascending

(descending) regions. This structure corresponds to the particular

part of the general solution (3.60). Above this region, the struc-

ture changes to one characterized by very steep slope. This cor-

responds to the internal gravity wave part of the solution becoming

apparent as the particular part starts to decay with height. The

vertical wavelength of these waves is of the order of a kilometer,

as we had anticipated.

Comparison of the heating response with the observed cross-

sections shown in Fig. (1.la) indicates some similarity in the lower

levels. For example, the westerlies centered near longitudes 90*W,

20*E and 90*E are roughly predicted in magnitude and response.

In JJA, however, the strong westerly region near 140*E is not predicted.
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Moving our attention to the variatjon with height, we note that

there appears to be some corresponidence between the slight decrease

in amplitude with height with litile chAnge in phase aver the first

few kilometers. This is observed in bdth seasons and predicted

in the DJF circulation. On the other hand, the observed JJA struc-

ture actually increases with height and this is not predicted. Un-

fortunately, neither is the increase in amplitude of the long wave-

lengths as we move to greater heights. The Kelvin wave cannot simu-

late this behaviour as it has no preferred horizontal scale in its

vertical propagation characteristics (i.e.,ryffn(s) ). To this list

of shortcomings we must add the criticism that the Kelvin wave

cannot predict the observed cross-equatorial flow shown in Fig, (1.lb).

In the orography results, shown in Figs. (3.11), (3.12)

and (3.14), the most outstanding feature is the magnitude of the

response. Probably this is due to the fact that we have not included

any dissipative effects in the system. The results indicate rising

motion on the windward and sinking on the leeward, in fitting with

the lower boundary condition. The (032) structure shown in Fig.

(3.14) is characterized by the vertically propagating internal

gravity waves each with a wavelength of the order of a kilometer.

Little correspondence is found between the observed and predicted

results, mainly because no large variation in amplitude with height

is observed in the real atmosphere.

In summary, the results for the Kelvin wave are generally
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(a) U'; LH-DJF 1.62 is .5 km

(b) U'; LH-JJA I = 1.62 s = .5 km

180W

(c) U' -OROGRAPHY s 0

FIGURE 3.11 Perturbation zonal velocity response in the 1-(0 plane for
n = -1 and U- = -5 m/sec (units - m/sec).
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(b) W' - LH-JJA a = .5 km, 2 = 1.62

(c) W' - OROGRAPHY

FIGURE 3.12 Perturbation vertical velocity response in the e- plane
for n = -1 and U = -5 m/sec (units - 10- 3m/sec).
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FIGURE 3.13a Vertical cross-section along the equator of the perturbation

zonal current response for the Kelvin wave due to forcing by the DJF latent

heat distribution. - 1.62 and 0-m -5 m/sec (units - m/sec).
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FIGURE 3.13b Same as Fig. (3.13a) except that the forcing is due to the

JJA latent. heat distribution.
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FIGURE 3.14 Vertical cross-section at 0, = 0 of the perturbation zonal1
.current response to orographic forcing for n -1 -and U- - -5 rn/sec.

Note scale change between (3.13) and (3.14).
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rather poor with the only redeeming fertire that there appears to

be some correspondence in the lower troposphere between the ther-

mally forced results and the observations.

3.7 Solutions for E( 0

In the study of the free regime in section 3.4b, the

problem of representation of the low-latitude forcing in terms of

the eigenfunctions for positive E was discussed. It was concluded

that the eigenfunctions associatdd with negative E would be neces-

sary for a complete representation.

Considering once again the results of Longuet-Higgins

(1968) shown in Fig. (3.2), we notice that the eastward travelling

modes (2>o) corresponding to negative E, possess possible asymptotic

structure as 1-ol and 0. These correspond to Longuet-Higgins'

type 5 and 6 modes respectively, and are characterized by a rapid

decrease in amplitude away from the poles. The range of negative

eigenvalues associated with our problem is- far removed from these

asymptotic regions, as indicated by the interceptions of the "Doppler-

shifted" frequency curves (denoted by'X - and)[0 ) and the modal

lines in Fig. (3.2).~ The'numerical values obtained by Longuet-

Higgins for intermediate values of N (his figures 22-28) show

that for our range of. frequency, the eigenfunctions decrease in

amplitude far less quickly towards the equator than do the asymp-

totic modes.



At this point we are faded with a considerable dilemma.

In representing the basic state of the atmosphere by a simple east-

erly zonal flow everywhere, we vwbe making the tacit assumption

that the forcitig functions, and hence the response, would be nearly

represented by those modes having small amplitude at high latitudes..

Clearly, as we need to consider the eigenfunctions associated with

E ( 0, which possess large amplitudes at the poles, 'the assumption

of easterly flow at all latitudes is very weak indeed. Furthermore

such modes are trapped in the vertical -(i.e., 4. in

(3.52)) so that it would seem highly unlikely that their inclusion

will reproduce the vertical structure as seen in Fig. (la) and (1b).

To continue pretending that the atmosphere may be represented by

such a simple basic state reduces the problem to one of acadegmie

interest only.

More likely of greater importance are- those modes associ-

ated with the westerly wind regime adjoining the equatorial easter-

lies. In the real atmosphere, the basic flow is characterized by

a fairly narrow band of easterlies bounded by strong westerlies.

To consider the interaction of the forcing functions with this mnore

complicated basic state we need to construct a numerical model. -In

the next chapter we will tackle this problem.



CHAPTER 4

FORMULATION OF A MORE REALISTIC MODEL

4.1 Description of the Model

In this section we will formulate a model to be used to

compute the linear response of a more complicated spberical and hy-

drostatic basic state to the forcing fields compiled in the second

chapter. To facilitate this study a two-layer model is chosen.

This is because it is the simplest prototype of the atmosphere

capable of possessing both horizontal and vertical shear in the

basic state.

The complexity of the basic state and the numerical tech-

niques necessary to solve the equations make it a difficult task

to employ a radiation condition at the upper boundary. We will

assume that the upper boundary is rigid, thus incorporating the con-

dition nearly always used in such models. We must ask, though,

just how characteristic of the tropical atmosphere is such a boun-

dary condition?

When modelling mid-latitude motions, the rigid upper

boundary condition is generally regarded as a good approximation.

Using a quasi-geostrophic model, Charney and Drazin (1961) have shown

that vertically pprpagating planetary waves are effectively trapped

in the troposphere by regitons of easterly or strong westerly winds.

However, in low latitudes these arguments are not valid. In a re-

cent study of the maintenance of the quasi-biennial dscillation,



Lindzen (1970) found that at certain levels the vertical propa-

gation of equatorial waves was impeded. At such levels, the phase

speed of the wave matched the basic flow. For time-independent

waves (and hence zero frequency) such critical levels would occur

where the basic flow is zero. If such a surface did exist in the

basic tropical atmosphere, it woud be an appropriate location for

our rigid upper boundary and would somewhat justify its inclusion.

However, there appears to be little observational evidence of

level. In the six-year averages of Kidson et al. (1970), it is seen

that the zonal mean is easterly through the- stratosphere in both

DJF and JJA. It would seem then that the rigid upper boundary

condition used in the vicinity of the equator is a rather weak

assumption. However frictional dissipation is included in the model

which will tend to absorb energy that in a more complicated model

would propagate further into the atmosphere.

Another feature of our formulation of the two-layer model

is the simplification of the basic stratification. In the first

place, the stratification is allowed to be a function of height

only. In the' two-layer formulation this dependency must be repre-

sented by one value at the mid-point of the Laodel. Second, as a

consequence of the assumed horizontal independence, one must be

satisfied with a mean horizontal static stability. From Dickinson

(1966, figures 2.7 and 2.8) we see that the last assumption is

fairly good as there appears to be little horizontal variation be-

tween 30*N and 30*S.



4.2 Governing Equations of the Two--Laye; lodel

In order to incorporate horizontal and vertical shear into

the basic state, we consider a'zonal flow of the form

9(4.1

where S(G1f) is some non-dimensional function to be determined.

The sinG factor is included to provide an algebraic simplification

later. We now express the non-linear set (3.1) in pressure coor-

dinates (c.f. Thompson, 1961) and linearize them about the basic

field:

(4.2)

.)4 P) J{(~)4P

where Q - '/c and all other symbols are as defined in the last

chapter.-

Introducing Q. , (2A.)-, and (= 1000 mb) as length,

time, and pressure scales, w can define the following non-dimen-

sional quantities:

L~~(I&)A v' 2f71V

~j' (iL~co9/V~ (4.3)
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We make two variable transformations. First, we let

k = C05 G (4-4)

By choosing the cosine of colatitude as the latitudinal -coordinate

we have the advantage of grouping more grid points in the equatorial

regions (e.g., in a pole to pole model, half the points will lie

between 30* of latitude), as well as an algebraic simplification.

Second, we let

' F' =(4-4)

This gives the following set of linear, non-dimensional equations:

4~$ V(2U'2f+4

I (4.5)



The two-layer model is su]nmarized in Fig. (4.1):

% I
/ 1

FIGURE 4.1

The Two-layer Model

At the upper boundary we let Co()=0 , while at p= 1

we assume that (WO() = (& (where (Uc, is a known function of AA.

and / ). We also assume that a quantity evaluated at the inter-

face of the two layers is the mean of the quantities at levels (1)

and (2). I.e.,

(4.6)

(The subscript denotes the level to which the variable applies.)

Then using the upper and lower boundary 'conditions we can write

+2. () *
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(4.7)

+-

where A(,p) is the basic zonal flow evaluated at p = 1.

The appropriate form of the equations (4.5) is obtained

by expressing the momentum equations and continuity equation at

levels (1) and (2) and the thermodynamic equation: at the interface

(p =,/z). After using the continuity equations to eliminate C0

from the set, the equations take the form

% _ (a)a ~ ~~ ~~ + V,'-a) -Vry'Dv' - ]7

-pV',4 ) - - + (U'0 ,'

(b)

A+ V2'D a' -) I z a,A )[ V' +~ (646 -'] (

~ ' VzMt - U2 4 (I-f, G)o(LO4L-219)

4 pJ Uz'(2 o+ 0 = -' ;' 41VVW% t4,V' (d)

- - ' ' )
ad att .(e)

-Vt>p 4V' '

(4.8)

1
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where '9:(i-0 .

In the above equations, the following simple linear dis-

sipation laws were included (c.f. Charney, 1959).

F -ut U,-U ') /

(4.9)

F.& [ (v: -v' -lv ']t -

Here K, K and K3 are representative of a surface drag coefficient,

a coefficient of small-scale exchange of horizontal momentum verti-

cally between the layers of the model, and a radiational cooling

coefficient. (Q)/A>is the heating function. (The values we will

use in all our numerical calculations are K1 = .0308, K = .00343

and K= .00206, and correspond to those used by Charney (1959).)

To determine (), we use the approximate condition that

(4.10)

where is the non-dimensional orography function defined

(4.10) is equivalent to (3.26) with the as-

sumnption that the "non-Doppler" terms are small.

To eliminate the longitudinal dependency from (4.3) we
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seek solutions of the form:

and (4.11)

where (A) represents the complex conjugate and denotes the

real part of the expansion. W(A) and Q(p are defined in (2.4)

and (2.7) respectively.

Introducing (4.10) and (4.11) into (4.8) yields a -set of

equations in the 1 -dependent Fourier coefficients. These are:

(s(8420-LV..)U - (C'D - A -E3+c])v?

(U U) - -s

A, Us + (e+c- ) - s v ?

AVgUI -utVD +,,s8-20gCJ -t )8-vU

'Z ( A

i sU - C v?) - & 'D LV2 ') = 75 P3

43 U - t 'D- c+23) )V1 + c-( i 1

(4.12)

(
VV

A
e



where

C5=ci _

B and C represent the

zonal current.

The forcing

Z (A, - \2 (4.13

2A/; +1 , jrI ,2

barotropic and baroclinic parts of the basic

functions are defined by

CJ A) (4.14)

(For simplicity, it will be assumed that from now on the superscript

s will be understood, unless otherwise stated.)

4.3 Numerical Method

The numerical method used in solving the equations is

similar to the one used by Mak (1968). The normal procedure in

seeking numerical solutions is to first reduce the governing equa-

tions to an equation in one variable (in our case a pair of coupled

equations) and then express them in finite-difference form.

IB = 1/2 (AI+80 '



However, the set (4.12) contains many variable coefficients and the

final form of the latitudinal operators is very complicated. It

is much more convenient to f dllow the revetse course and apply

the finite differencing to the equations before the reduction.

The finite difference scheme used is a one-dimensional

version of the "staggered centered-difference" technique described

by Phillips (1960). With this method, the meridional velocity com-

ponent, V , is expressed at each grid point, while the other

variables (U ,1 , andI ) are evaluated at points half-way in-

between ("half-points"). The chief advantage of this is that it

allows the derivative of a quantity to be evaluated at the same

point as the other variables of the equation with a minimum of

truncation error. The main features of the scheme are outlined in

Fig. (4.2). We then write the equations containing derivatives in

V (i.e., (4.12a,c,e, and f) at the half-points and the rest, con-

taining latitudinal derivatives in the other variables, at the grid

points.

Equations (4.1) then become six first-order difference

equations. These are

r Ul K '(v v 1"") + QIYtIL(v,"L-VIU)

(.(a)

(4.15)

I~j -4V)+ -11+V (b)
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. U m''(w) + "/" ''(-' 4 '

m (Ut~4 Ut" + mVa " 1V

- - (d)

(4.15)

(e)

$U + 4 ),.'(V1"*'4V2"++VI +V7)
- g i "** ( V " * ' V 4 ) = j '(*( Y t " - + -

where

e i ( -Af/A

a4 _

4 _

nA

Set

in \( and V2
Y"and TI

((4C)"- ) s Z (-- C

fYl 14::r~
Y S1A

(4.15) is now reduced to a pair of coupled equations

by a relatively straightforward process. [In summary,

are obtained from (4.15a) and (4.15c) and are used to
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eliminate the geopotential from the remaining equations of the set.

Next Ut and then U, are elimiiated, finally producing two linear,
second-order coupled equations in. V, and V2 .2 The final equations

are:

PVAl+ pKVIA p14V'K'.+ A + K+ V~ to~

- t t+)t +Am~ f7K +'704

(4.16)

V V"+ + +I2' b<g v 6 w

where p and c are complex coefficients, and the t.4 and4i

are the complex forcing functions. The coefficients have the fol-

lowing functional form:

and

(4.16) is separated into real and imaginary parts providing a set

of four real, coupled difference equations.

To cover the latitude zone between the two poles, forty-

one grid points (K = 1 to 41, with tX/A = .05) were used. By ex-

pressing the set of real difference equations at each point in the
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range K = 2 to 40, we arrive at a system of 4x39 (156) linear

simultaneous equations in 164 inknowns, The balance of the unknowns

are provided by the boundary condition at the poles which are

and (4.17)

The system of simultaneous equations may be expressed in the matrix

-form

Ar X =F (4.18)

where t (f( %, % ) ) is the 156 x 156 coefficient

matrix; > I is the 1 x 156 solution matrix;

and E ( 2( , I," ) ) is the 1 x 156 non-homogeneous

matrix. Fortunately the coefficient matrix is of the "banded diagonal"

type (i.e., t1he matrix consists of a main diagonal and seven adja-

cent upper diagonals and seven adjacent lower diagonals, while the

remainder of the terms are zeroes), allowing the use of a fast nu-

merical "Gauss elimination" rethod* to invert the system.

* Subroutine "GELB" from the IBM Scientific Subroutine Package
(360A-CM-03X) Version III.
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4.4 The Basic Fields

The basic zonal wind fields were obtained from Vincent's

(1969) observational study and are shown in Fig. (4.3). Three basic

wind distributions are used. The first two are the seasonal pro-

files DJF (December, January and February) and JJA (June, July,

and August). The most apparent features are the large horizontal

and vertical shears that exist close to, but not at, the equator.

The third field (labelled ANN for annual) is an approximate idealized

reconstruction of annual mean wind field. This is given by -

(4.18)

U(tA) 3T ,

This symmetric wind field will be used to consider the response of

the system to hypothetical forcing functions.

In choosing the distribution of the basic zonal velocity

at p = 1 two possibilities present themselves. One way is to lin-

early extrapolate the basic wind field to the ground, i.e.,

Whereas this is consistent with our assumed behavior of the vari-

ables between 750 mb and 250 mb, it has one unfortunate drawback.

In regions of strong shear (e.g., at/A = .5 in DJF or ,AA = -.4 in
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FIGURE 4.3- Three basic zonal wind distributions. Solid curve repre-

sents 0- at 250 mb and dashed curve at 750 mb (units - m/sec).
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JJA) linear extrapolation produces strong easterlies at the ground,

an unobserved phenomenon. Ih bAtter agteement with the observations

is the assumption that

UC, ( ) =(/2U Ay
or

C,. (.) A (p)A (4.19)

In choosing a value of the static stability for the model,

the estimates of Dickinson (1966) were used. The value 5 = .0083

was found to best represent the annual mean static stability at

500 mb between t 30* and is approximately the same as that used

by Mak (1969).

In the next chapter we will consider the response of the

two-layer model to the forcing functions derived in Chapter 2.
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CHAPTER 5

RESPONSE OF THE TWO--AYER MODEL

An examination of the seasonal wind fields shown in Fig.

(4.3) indicates that the response of the model may be fairly com-

plicated. This is because we are capable of exciting modes associ-

ated with both the easterly and westerly wind regimes. In an at-

tempt to approach an understanding of the manner in which a basic

state containing both horizontal and vertical shear will reach to

the complicated forcing fields, we will consider some illustrative

examples. Specifically we will consider the reaction of the hypo-

thetical symmetric (although not simple) basic state (ANN in Fig.

(4.3)) to the placement of idealized energy sources at specific

locations. Following this we will consider the response of the DJF

and JJA basic fields to both the orographic and thermal forcing and

finally compare the total response (heating plus orography) of each

seasoi with some observed values.

It is interesting to anticipate at this point what may

be the important physical processes governi4j the response of the

model in low latitudes. During the description of the model in

the last chapter we discussed the incorporation of dissipative mech-

anisms. Specifically they were included to simulate the effects

of the surface friction, a small-scale exchange of horizontal
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momentum between the upper and' lower troposphere and a form of

radiative cooling. The values chdsen provide decay times of ap-

proximately 6, 25, and 40 days respectively. Near the equator the

magnitude of the basic. current is about 5 m/sec. This gives an

advective time scale (defined in our -model as the time required

for the basic current to travel over the scale of &~ disturbance)

for the largest longitudinal motion (i.e., s = 1 and so completely

around the circumference of the earth) of the order of 80 days.

For s = 2 the time scale will. be about 40 days and so on. By com-

paring the dissipative time constants with the advective time scales,

we can expect that all of the dissipative effects will be extremely

important for the equatorial motions. As we move into the westerlies

the advective time scale will be much smaller due to the increase

in magnitude of the basic current and the detrease in the circum-

ference of the earth. Consequently frictional effects will not be

so dominant. These points will be reiterated later in this chapter

and also in Chapter 6 where the energetics of the forced motions

will be discussed.

5.1 Response to Idealized Forcing

In this section we will consider the response of the sym-

metric basic field, ANN, to orographic and thermal forcing of speci-

fied distribution, the form of which is given by:

F(4 ) P (5-1)
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where A is the amplitude of the function. We let

-TI
-- '4 (5.2)

an4

--C A (5.3)

to provide a symmetric function about both the prime meridian..

(with e-folding distances of t 40* of longitude), and some lati-

tude /A r, (with e-folding distances in the latitudinal direc-

tion of about 12*).

For a heating function, we choose A = 600 cal/cm2day

while for the orographic case we will let A = 6000 meters. (5.1)

is then expanded in the Fourier series

00 -

A

where %5 (Ml .5 (A) for the orography

and X5 (A Z s(I) f r the heating.

Fig. (5.1) illustrates the recomposition of the function

F(Ad) using the nine harmonics s = 1 to 9. Distributions for

At andJC:4 are shown. From Fig. (4.3) we see that the

forcing functions are centered within the equatorial easterlies



FIGURE 5.1 Distribution of heating (units - 102 cal/cm2day) or orography (units - km) centered at
(a)/4<. = 0, (b) / = .4.
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and the subtropical westerlibs, respectivbly.

By comparing the hEatin function for JJA (Fig. 2.6)

with Fig. (5.1) we see that the magnitide of the hypothetical iso-

lated heating function is roughly the same as the heating over the

Indian subcontinent. From Fig. (2.2) the magnitude of the hypo-

thetical mountain is roughly the same as that of the recomposed

Himalayas.

(A) Response ith 0

Figs.(5.2a) and (5.2b) show the perturbation horizontal

velocity fields (\ , i = 1,2 corresponds to the 250 and 750 mb

levels respectively) and the perturbation height fields at

250 mb (upper diagram) and 750 mb (lower diagram) due to the inter-

action between the basic field MN and the hypothetical heat source

centered at 1A = 0 and 0 =71. The effect of the similarly- located

orographic function is shown in Figs. (5.3a and b).

We will consider the heating response first. Both \4

fields are characterized by strong zonal currents located along the

equator flowing into the heat source region at 750 mb and out of

it at 250 mb. Subsidence in the heat sink region with upper level

convergence and lower level divergence completes the zonal circu-

lation. The motions are symmetric about the equator. Away from the

equator the lower level motions possess very weak cyclonic circu-

lations in the -Eastern hemisphere and weak anticyclonic circulations
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in the eastern hemisphere. At 250 mb reverse circulations with

larger amplitudes exist,

From the fields (Fig. 5.2b) we see that the cyclonic

and anticyclonic circulations are associated with relative lows and

highs and that as we move towards higher latitudes the motions be-

come nearly parallel to the height contours. The height field

around the equator, on the other hand, is dominated by a ridge-

trough system which bisects the higher latitude height fields.

Note that the magnitude of the height deviations is very small and

is, as we will see later, nearly an order of magnitude smaller than

produced by the same heat source located at ft: -4-
The narrow zonal perturbation velocity maximum is most..

likely the response of the rotationally-trapped equatorial Kelvin

wave. From the height field we see that these low-latitude motions

are completely ageostrophic with the wind blowing down the pressure

gradient. This infers that the equatorial flow is most probably

a balance between the impressed pressure field due to the heating

and the frictional dissipation. The weak circulations to the

poleward are quasi-geostrophic Rossby waves associated with the

neighbouring westerlies and probably excited by a polaward flux

of energy.

Turning our attention to the orographic forcing with

AA= 0 (Figs. 5.3a and b) it appears that the basic field reacts

in a completely different manner than to the similarly located
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Figure 5.2(a): Horizontal perturbation velocity response of the basic field

ANN at 250 mb (upper) and 750 mb (lower) to the isolated heat source with

A4<= 0 . The magnitude of the vectors is given by the scale to the.right.;



FIGURE 5.2b Perturbation heights (units - meters) of the (a) 250 mb surface and (b) 750 mb surface- due
to syrmetric heat source at.C. = 0.
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heating, Most strikingly th upper lager appears to be nearly un-

influenced by the forcing at the 1ower boundary. This is apparent

from both the '4 and the 1W distributions (n.b.: in Fig. (5.3a)

the scale of the vectors has been doubled so- as td exagerate the

relatively small response). It seems in this case that the upper

and lower layers of our model atmosphere are vertically decoupled.

The - field is characterized by diverging motion to the

east of the mountain (the windward side) and strong convergence to

the west. The convergent area is associated with very weak cyclonic

(anticyclonic) circulations to the north and south reflecting re-

lative high (low) height anomalies in the 7Y field. The velocity

field in the low level near the equator is again mainly in the zonal

component and down the pressure gradient. Also the flow to the pole-

ward is nearly geostrophic.

In the simplified continuous model studied in the third

chapter we found that the response of the Kelvin wave to orographic

forcing had a large magnitude and was oscillatory in its vertical

structure. The question we must answer is why is there so much dif-

ference in the response of the Kelvin wave in the two-layer model.

The answer appears to lie in the effect of the dissipative processes.

Let us consider what the effect of dissipation may have been in the

continuous model. The vertical wave number of the Kelvin wave was

given by (3.40) which, together with (3.29), may be written as:

r = gL S(.) /'.
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The effect of a simple lineai dispipation prdcess (e.g., dissipation

O(W where k is a frictional 4dffieiies and V the horizontal

velocity vector) could be include4 by r'idefi.ning the Doppler-shifted

frequency ? (originally defined by (3.13))as 4 Ei-)

so that

2I (5.5)

Now for motions near the equator with a small basic current the ad-

vective time scale is small compared with the frictional time con-

stant as we have previously discussed. It then follows that

so that M1 n0. Alternatively we may say that the Doppler-shifted

period of the motion is very large compared with the frictional time

scale. Thus from (3.56) and (3.58) the inclusion of dissipative

processes of the magnitude used in the two-layer model would change

the form of the vertical part of the Kelvin wave solution to one of

exponential decay with height.*

From (4.5f) we may write the continuity equation of the

lower level. This is

V-VZ (5.6)

* In the discussion of the energetics of this case in Chapter 6 the

importance of friction in the low-latitude motions is most apparent.



Figure -5.3(a Same as Fig. 5.2 (a) but with the
orography function located at c.o = . The
scale of the-vectors has been doubled in this case. rnsec-
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FIGURE 5.3b Perturbation heights (units - meters) of the (a) 250 mb surface and (b) 750 mb surface due
to isolated mountain at/,,= 0.
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where V-Y/.t)(Vz4 z and Orr (~ )

as defined in (4.10) and A c. is th basic wifid speed at the ground.

Now if the amplitude of the KIelvii wave decreases exponentially with

height, it follows that 6cL)O so that (5.6) becomes

-. A c) (bU (5.7)

so that near the equator the divergence field is almost completely

determined by G . For , ,(O this provides divergence to the

east and convergence to the west of the mountain, features that

are observed in Figs. (5.3a and b).

Finally we should ask why a strong response occurs in the

upper layer of our model with thermal forcing but not with orographic

forcing? In the latter case the forcing enters the model via the

lower boundary condition as described previously. Heating, on the

other hand, enters the equations of motion as a non-homogeneous term

in the thermodynamic equation which is expressed at the mid-level.

Thus, in this model, both layers are driven directly by heating at

the interface.

(B) Response with A e tL

With /U -t, . , the hypothetical forcing functions are cen-

tered well within the westerly wind regime of the basic state ANN

(see Fig. 4.3). Figs. (5.4a and b) and (5.5a and b) show the \/.
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and V response to the themal and. orographic f orcing respect-

ively. We will consider the heating case first.

The most apparent diff ditnce (6tweei this and the 1A c --O

case is the increase in magnitude of the response. This is not

really surprising as we have now added geostrophic flow to the cir-

culation. The reason that is larger than is most.likely

that- in the upper layer there are only the radiational and small-

scale eddy dissipative processes weakening the flow whereas in the

lower level there is also the surface frictional drag. The per-

turbation velocity fields are characterized by strong cyclonic (anti-

cyclonic) circulations in the lower (upper) region in the vicinity

of the heat source, while an elongated anticyclonic (cyclonic) cir-

culation in the lower (upper) -evel is associated with the cooling

region. Relative high and low perturbation height fields are associ-

ated with the anticyclones and cyclones respectively. The magnitude

of the height perturbations is over an order of magnitude larger than

in the corresponding /, - O case.

At the low-level the strongest winds are confined to the

southern side of the anticyclone and the southern and eastern sides

of the cyclone. In the upper level the wind maxima also appear on

the equatorial side of the disturbances. Especially evident from

the charts (Fig. 5.4b) is the asymmetry of the circulations which

tend to lean steeply from the southwest to the northeast. Also it

appears that the southern hemisphere is only slightly affected by
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the heating at fc.-.. At 750 mb there is some cross-equatorial flow

but it is small compared with the meridi6nal.Motions to the north,

There appears to be some evidence of a change in the form

of the response close to the latitude where the basic wind field

changes sign (i.e., at the critical latitudes of the steady Motions).

This is most apparent in the flow and the height fields. In a

narrow band about the equator the velocities are nearly zonal and hence

they flow along the sharp ridge-trough structure. Possibly the Kel-

vin wave associated with the equatorial easterlies is-being excited

by southerly energy flux.

To give an adequate explanation of all features., such as

the asymmetry of the eddies and the regions of maximunr velocity

on the southern side of the circulations, is a difficult task in a

model containing such a complicated basic state and dissipative pro-

cesses. Possibly, the phenomena mentinned above are associated with

the convergence of cold air from the heat sink regions and the large

negative values of the relative vorticity of the mean flow near

The response of the orography function centered at/.: -..

is vastly different,in both form and magnitule, from' the response

with r.: 0 . To the leeward (east) of the mountain a series of

several oscillations have developed, the amplitude of which pro-

gressively decreases to the east. The most intense features are the

ridge and trough immediately upstream and downstream of the moun--

tain. At 250 mb corresponding circulations exist which are larger
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in amplitude and lean slightly.upwind in the vertical. The velo-

cities in the upper level are it least an order of magnitude larger

than when the hypothetical mcuntain was pladed at the equatot.

The mountain at lAc -4: appears to yield little influence

upon the southern hemisphere. We do observe, however, that at 250

mb the velocities very close to the equator are fairly large. Evi-

dently the upper troposphere at very low latitudes is more influenced

by this "remote" forcing than by orographic forcing at the equator

itself. One can envisage the situation where, with orographic for-

cing at say /A= -Lf and /A=O , the upper and lower levels would

show little coherence about the equator.

The preceding investigation of the four hypothetical cases

accomplishes, to some extent, the two basic aims of the study.

First it helps us attribute the response of the complicated basic

fields to the appropriate forcing function. Second it has allowed

us to gain some insight into the relevant physics of the forced

equatorial motions. The major conclusions are summarized below.

(i) The amplitudes of the response are much smaller whet~

the forcing is near the equator than when it is situated in the sub-

tropics. This is reflected in both the velocity and the height

fields in the two layers of the model. Partly this is due to the

addition of the geostrophic flow at higher latitudes and probably

also due to the fact that the phase speeds of the free Rossby waves

in the westerlies are sufficiently slow to allow us to approach

quasi-resonance.
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(ii) With orographic foring near the equator the response

is confined to the lower level. The upper layer has near zero motion

and is thus nearly independent of the fotcing. This is probably

a consequence of the dominance of friction in the low latitudes.

(iii) The form of the forced motion is different in each

case. With forcing near the equator (either heating or orographic),

the velocity field is nearly zonal and ageostrophic at very low

latitudes. Weak geostrophic circulations exist immediately pole-

ward. The response of the model to heating centered at /"A= - is

very different with large geostrophic circulations associated with

the heating and cooling regions. At this latitude the orographic

forcing produces a train-of downwind oscillations at each level.

(iv) For both heating and orographic forcing at the equa-

tor, the majority of the response of the system is confined to a

narrow zonal band about the equator. Moving the forqing to the

subtropics causes a much broader latitude band to be excited espe-

cially on the equatorward side. The upper troposphere at very low

latitudes appears much more responsive to lateral excitation from

higher latitudes than to orographic forcing from below.

5.2 Seasonal Heating Response

In this section we will compute the response of the two

seasonal basic fields (DJF and JJA shown in Fig, (4.3)) to forcing

by the seasonal latent heat distribution developed in the second

chapter. These fields are shown in Fig. (2.6) and a discussion of
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their major features is given in sectioi 23.

(A) The DJF heating response

The perturbation velocity fields due to the interaction of

the DJF basic field (Fig. 4.3) and the DJF latent heating distri-

bution are shown in Fig. (5.6). The upper and lower diagrams cor-

respond to the.250 mb and 750 mb levels of the model.

As was anticipated the response in both layers is extremely

complicated. At the lower level four large anticyclones exist.

These are situated in the eastern Pacific Ocean, the southern At-

lantic and Indian Oceans and over north Africa. From Fig. (2.6)

we see that they correspond to the relative v!noling areas. Extend-

ing down the west coast of central America and into the Amazon Basin

is a series of cyclonic circulations which we associated with the

heating over south and central America. A similar situation occurs

in south equatorial Africa and Indonesia. We note that where the

heating (or cooling) occurs at the equator there are strong zonal

motions moving into (out of) the region along the equator. In the

upper layer reverse zonal motions occur providing east-west or

zonal overturnings along the equator. Such oaotions occur in the

equatorial Atlantic and Indian Oceans.

In the upper layer the magnitude of the motions is much

greater than at the lower level. The circulation in the upper

layer relates to the lower motions in much the same manner as we

observed in the hypothetical cases. Most apparent are the strong
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southwesterly winds associated with the trough-ridge system extend-

ing from west of Africa to Indo-China.

(B) The JJA heating response

It was pointed out in section 2.3 that except for the in-

tense heating over the Indian subcontinent, the perturbation heating

field for JJA is relatively weak. This is reflected in the pertur-

bation velocity response for JJA (Fig. 5.7) where the northern

hemisphere is dominated by the intense circulations over India.

At 750 mb a large cyclonic circulation dominates the

eastern hemisphere causing strong westerly to southwesterly flow

over the Indian Ocean. Associated with the heat sink over north

Africa is a strong anticyclonic region influencing the whole nor-

thern Atlantic Ocean. These two dominant circulations result in

cross-equatorial flow which is northward in the Indian Ocean and

southward in the Atlantic. Relatively weak cyclonic circulations

are associated with the heating regions in the eastern Pacific

Ocean and equatorial Africa.

At the 250 mb level two intense circulations predominate.

These are the upper level portions of the strong heating and cooling

fields in the northern hemisphere. Most interesting are the two

bands of very strong winds associated with them. The easterlies

stretching from the China Sea to mid-Africa are especially intense.
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5.3 Seasonal Orographic Response

We will consider now the reaction of the two basic fields

to forcing by the orography function shown in Fig. (2.2).

(A) The DJF orographic response

Fig. (5.8) shows the perturbation velocity response of

the basic state DJF. The major response in both the upper and lower

layers is obviously due to the Himalayas. Not only are they the

largest orographic feature, but they also coincide with the maximum

value of the basic zonal wind field. Together they produce a

series of waves to the east of the Himalayas which extend their

influence southward to the equator.

Excepting the region juist mentioned, there is very little

orographic response near the equator itself especially at the upper

level, a result we had anticipated earlier. In the southern hemi-

sphere weaker oscillations associated with the Andes and the south

African mountains are apparent.

(B) The JJA orographic response

From Fig. (5.9) we see that the eft.;ct of the Himalayas

is not as powerful as in DJF. This is because the basic wind field

in JJA is relatively weak in the northern hemisphere whereas tle

basic field in the southern hemisphere is much stronger. Subse-

quently the response in the southern hemisphere is considerably

larger than in DJF with oscillations produced by the orographic
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maxima in South America and Af rica1

Once again there is little responise at 250 mb near the

equator, especially in the northern hemisphere. This ia probably

due to the strong easterlies in the basic flow north of the equator

which may tend to restrict the lateral propagation of energy from

higher latitudes.

5.4 Comparison of the Predicted and Observed Motions

In order to compare the predicted and observed fields of

the time-independent motions of the low' latitudes, one final compu-

tation has to be made. This involves the determination of the "to-

tal" response of the two basic states, DJF and JJA, to a combination

of orographic and 'thermal forcing. As we are dealing with a linear

model, the total seasonal response is the sum of the seasonal la-

tent heat forcing and the orographic forcing discussed in the last

two chapters. Figs. (5.10a and b) show the total WL andV,?, res-

ponse respectively for DJF, while Figs. (5.lla and b) present the

corresponding quantities for JJA.

To obtain actual velocity fields, meridional and zonal

velocity components were extracted from subjective analyses of time-

averaged data of the tropical atmosphere.* The resulting perturbation

* The analyses were made available by Drs. Kidson and Vincent and
Professor R. Newell of the Department of Meteorology. at M.I.T. A
compilation and consolidation of the tropical studies undertaken
by Newell's group appear in the forthcoming monograph by Newell
et al (1971). Fig. 1 of Kidson, et al (1969) shows the distribution
of observation stations used in their studies. As can be seen, the
tropical oceanic regions possess very sparse data coverage, except
in the west and west-central Pacific.
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velocity vectors for 700 mb and 10b mb (the closest levels to 750

mb and 250 mb that had been analyded) are presented in Figs. (5.10c)

and (5.11c) respectively.*

The velocity field predictions were also compared. with the

results of a recent study by Manabe et al. (1970) of low-latitude

motions. Their investigation was made using a nine-layer non-linear

model which included a hydrology cycle. Finally, the general fea-

tures of our perturbation height fields were compared with the sur-

face pressure fields compiled-by Mintz and Dean (1952).

(A) Comparison of the DJF results

(i) Western Hemisphere velocity field (Figs. (5.10a and c))

Good correspondence is found at both levels betweett the ob-

served and the predicted velocity fields over most of the Atlantic

Ocean. Both fields show strong easterly flow along the equator

extending from equatorial Africa to the trough system centered in

the Amazon Valley. Aloft, the strong westerlies associated with a

large upper level trough extending from the Middle East to Central

America are predicted quite well in both magnitude and position.

The easterlies on the poleward side of the trough are underestimated

in magnitude, however. In the south Atlantic the position of the

low-level anticyclone agrees quite well with the prediction -of

* The analyses using the Kidson, Vincent and Newell data will be te-

ferred to as the "observed" fields. The fields computed by the two-

layer model are referred to as the "predicted" fields.
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Manabeet al., but is a little to the eagt of the observed location.

Generally good agreement is found at low latitudes in the

Pacific Ocean but only fair corresgondenne to the north. At the

lower level we have not predicted a lower level anticyclone pole-

ward of 30*N while aloft the observed band of strong easterlies is

,north of the predicted location. In the South Pacific the pre-

dicted fields are somewhat more complicated than the observed.

The simplicity of the latter fields is most likely accounted for

by the void in observations in this region. However both fields

show an elongated anticyclone to the west of South America extend-

ing northeastward and an east-west oriented trough to the south.

Manabe's model predicts similarly located circulations.

(ii) Eastern Hemisphere velocity field (Figs. (5.10a and c))

Most of the major observed upper-level circulations appear

to be predicted quite well, especially in the northern hemisphere.

Most apparent is the strong ridge stretching from east of Asia to

Africa with the associated easterly maximum over Indonesia and west-

erlies over Africa. Also the position of the Himalayan lee-trough

coincides with its observed position. In the southern hemisphere

the westerlies over South Africa appear to be overestimated and

displaced to the north. The upper level anticyclone and associated

ridge over northwestern Australia and the eastern Indian Ocean is

predicted fairly well.

In the lower layer, both estimates of the circulation
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FIGURE 5.10b Perturbation height field (units - meters) for DJF of the 250 and 750 mb pressure surfaces
due to orographic and latent heat forcing.
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(i.e., observed and predicted) generally shov the same features

over the Indian Ocean and Australia - that is, a large cyclonic

flow converging into a westerly maximum along the equator into In-

donesia. Both fields possess a northwesterly flow over India and

a trough over China. The main difference between the response of

the model and the observed velocity distribution occurs over the'

Sahara Desert north-of /I = .2 at 750 mb.

(iii) Height field (Fig. (5.10b))

In the southern hemisphere, fairly good correspondence

was found between the predicted height field at 750 mb (Fig. 5.10b)

and the mean surface pressure distribution for January (Mittz and

Dean (1952) Fig. 18). The model appears to predict positive pertur-

bation height anomalies in much the same locations as the observed

high pressure areas. Specifically these are in the southeastern

Pacific, the southern Atlantic and the southern Indian Oceans.

Negative height perturbations also correspond to the low pressure

areas over Australia and South America.

In the northern hemisphere the correspondence between ob-

served and predicted is not so good. The high pressure ridge over

North Africa coincides with a positive height field but in the north-

ern Pacific and Atlantic there is little correspondence. This point

will also be discussed later.

(B) 'Comparison of the JJA, results

(i) 'Western-Hemisphere velocity field (Figs. 5.lla and'c))
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Generally good agreement is foud between the predicted

and observed fields in the Atlantic regidn. For instance the model

predicts both the magnitude and "osition of the strong low-leyel

easterly band flowing between Africa and the Caribbean Sea. To the

east of South America there is disagreement.in the strength of the

lee-trough which the model seems to overemphasize. In the upper

layer the strong westerlies in the North and the strong westerlies

in the Southern Atlantic are seen in both estimates.

The Pacific Ocean region, however, shows the poorest

correspondence between the computed and the observed fields. Prin-

cipally, except for the extreme northern Pacific, the difference

is one of magnitude. Both fields show a cyclonic circulation in the

lower level to the west of South America with a ridge and anticy-

clone to the north. The model predicts these circulations further

eastward than observed. In the northern hemisphere the predicted

cyclonic circulation is too far to the north and there is no evi-

dence of the large anticyclonic circulation observed to be centered

northward of 30*N. The upper level circulation over the northern

Padific is also quite different. West of South America the mQdel

predicts an anticyclone and cyclone associated with the lower level

reverse circulations discussed earlier. The observed upper level

field, on the other hand, shows a strong cyclonic outflow!

(ii) -Eastern Hemisphere velocity field (Figs. 5.lla and c)

As with the DJF results, there is much closer agreement

between the computed and observed velocity fields in the eastern
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hemisphere than in the west. In the next section we will discuss

reasons for this.

At the lower level, the piedicted cyclonic circulation cen-

tered over northern India is also an observed phenomenon. Similarly

the band of strong west to southwesterly winds extending across the

Indian Ocean from Africa to the North China Sea and the converging

flow into this velocity maximum from the southern hemisphere appears

on both charts. The magnitude of the flow just to the east of India

is underestimated by a factor of'two.

The low level flow over the Sahara Desert and West Africa

is reproduced quite well, but in South Africa the prediction is poor.

This has the effect of displacing the Indian Ocean anticyclonic cit-

culation eastward of its observed position.

In the upper troposphere the easterly to northeasterly maxi-

mum extending from south of Japan to Central Africa and the wester-

lies to the north are both predicted quire well. The upper level

correspondence is fairly good in the southern hemisphere also, ex-

cept for the overemphasis of the mountain effect to the east of

Africa and the lighter winds over Australia.

(iii) Height field (Fig. (5.llb))

The positive M{ height fields of the southern hemisphere

were found to correspond with the observed high surface pressure

areas and the negative perturbations to the troughs in between. In

the northern hemisphere the Indian Ocean and the southeast Asia re-

gions are dominated by a low-pressure area which is reproduced by
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FIGURE 5.11b Perturbation height field (units - meters) for JJA of the 250 mb and 750 mb pressure-sur-
faces due to orographic and latent heat forcing.
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the model quite well although dot extending sufficiently westward.

In the eastern Pacific region, the extent df the negative field is

overestimated and the ridge extending southwsrd from.the high pressure

region of the north Pacific is omitted completely.

5.5 Discussion

In the preceding sections we have found generally fair

agreement between the observed and computed wind fields. In fact

we have managed to predict much of the structure of the large-scale

low-latitude phenomena. This is especially true in the eastern

hemisphere where such features as the southwesterly monsoon in JJA,

the northwesterly monsoon in DJF and the uppdf level easterly maxi-

mum were predicted quite well in both magnitude and direction.

Considering the relative simplicity of the model the overall results

are quite good and have provided an insight into the reasons for the

existence of various steady circulations of the low latitudes in

terms of the major energy sources located within the tropics. How-

ever large differences between 'the observed and the computed motions

have been notedespecially in the northern Pacific Ocean in JJA.

These anomalies also-deserve an explanation.

As the major differences are observed near the poleward

limits of the tropics (i.e., >/ 30*) it is possible that the dif-

ference is due to the influence of some forcing function.poleward

of 30*. As explained in Chapter 2, we decided to allow the forcing

function at ± 30* to decay exponentially poleward in some prescribed
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manner in order to obtain the response of the .tropical atmosphere

solely to local forcing. Thus forcing ftinctions north of this lati-

tude would not be included in our forcing fields. Furthermore we

have seen in section 5.1 how A disturbance in the westerlies can

extend its influence poleward and equatorward. This appears to be

what is happening in the northern Pacific in' JJA where the observed

anticyclone centered near 45*N at the lower level is missed in the

computed prediction.

We have also noted that the response of the eastern hemi-

sphere seems to agree with the observed fields better than did the

western hemisphere. The reason for this is perhaps that the domi-

nating energy sources, the Himalayas and the, Indian Ocean heating

region, lie in and between the tropics and the influence of northern

Asia. There are also fewer observations in the generally oceanic

western hemisphere, so that some of the discrepancies may not be

real.

It is interesting, at this stage, to test the consistency

between the latent heat release implied by the predicted divergence

field and the latent heating used to drive the model. If we assume

that all the moisture that converges into a bolumn in the lower layer

is precipitated out of the system, that the- specific humidity -

(git/gm) is constant throughout the lower layer and that there is

no evaporation, we may write the following balance equation:

( -Wit. A ~~ (5.8)
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where P is the precipitation in gm/cm e

Using the continuity equation {4,8'), (5.8) becomes:

(5.9)

From (5.9) we can calculate the amount of latent heat, o , released

in a column per unit time. This may be written as:

z- 600iC. (5.10)

From Peixoto (1970) we see that a reasonable value of

is about 10-2 gm/gm. Using this and values of C. predicted by

the model we may evaluate (5.11). For example, in DJF over the

Amazon Valley region the implied value of o via (5.11) is 3170

cal/cm day. The average value of o from the second chapter (see

Fig. 2.6) is about 250 cal/cm day. Throughout the rest of the tropics

it is found that regions of predicted W 0 (i.e., upward motion)

at 500 mb correspond to regions of heating. In these regions simi-

lar correspondence was found between the two estimates of OQ

The most likely reason the o( obtained by (5.10) is about

two-thirds the magnitude of the forcing function is. that the specific

humidity is assumed constant throughout the 1000 to 500 mb layer.

The values Peixoto gives show to have maxima in the lowest 250

mb which are much larger than we have used. Also we have used the

mean V\ of the lower layer of the model. In the real atmosphere
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this would be concentrated nearer the ground so that with the larger

values of specific humidity we might expect a larger . However

considering the assumptions we have made to make this comparison,

the agreement between the order of magnitude of the implied heating

and the assumed thermal forcing is quite reassuring.
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Cli:PTER 6

ENERGETICS OF THE TWO-LAYER MODEL

6.1 The Energy Equations

The energetics of the two-layer model are .expressed mathe-

matically by two equations, one describing the eddy kinetic balance

of the steady motions and the other the eddy available potential

energy balance.

The kinetic energy equation is readily obtainable by mul-

tiplying (4.8a) by U1 , (4.8b) by Vl, (4.8c) by U2 , and (4.8d) by V2

and adding the four-modified equations. After some manipulation

we obtain

+ (( -pl(A- 2 )U 1 v,) - AtA) UV &t, U)V)

-2. UJI>UjI) ~(6.1)

+ _V -,

where [X'= 1j(& V ) and represents the eddy kinetic energy (KE)

at level i. 6(, is defined in (4.10) and the A[ (i = 1,2) are the

non-dimensional basic zonal winds at level .

The second energy equation is produced by multiplying

(4.8e) by - This gives
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(6,2)

s4. -V{) 9ZM )

where (9 = A ( ~ and is the eddy available potential energy

(AE) of the system. Taking the zonal average of (6.1) and (6.2)

yields the zonally averaged KE and AE equations. These are:

(Ao-L 2 [e(U4UL)] - (A [' U]V+T)
C A okLA

- ([v V 4[vCYJ ) - 2EeI](6.3)
+ zj (4 Ut][vivJl) -- ( [%[ [ V'[ [ 4 L)

(i-p-) c1-)^)

and

i~o(14 6,4an p(L) (Vt i vV,-

3 {(W) (6.4)

where

Each term in (6.3) and (6.4) corresponds to a specific

physical process,.. The first two terms of (6.3) represent the conversion
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from kinetic energy of the mean ional flow (KZ) to KE due to the

vertical and horizontal Reynolds stresses. (This energy conversion

will be symbolically referred to s fKZ.KE.) The gain of KZ at the

expense of KE depends upon -an up-the--gradient flux of vertical and

horizontal momentum. The third term represents the -redistribution

of KE due to the convergence of the eddy wave energy flux. This

term is often referred to as the pressure work term (PW). The next

term represents the conversion between AE and KE ({AE.KE ). As

(~ ( -) is proportional to the temperature of the mid-level

of the model, a positive conversion depends upon the raising of warm

air or the'sinking of cold air. The. fifth and sixth terms represent

the destruction of KE by small-scale processes. They will be 're-

ferred to collectively as DFRIC. The source of KE ( SYrT) due to

the orographic forcing is shown 6n the right hand side of (6.3)*.

We note here that although the pressure work term is a redistribution

term of KE and integrates to zero over the whole atmosphere, it may

be thought of as being a local KE source.

The first term in the AE equation represents the conversion.

* The last term in (6.3) ,(-(tAL,)UzLV could be combined with the
first term in (6.3) so that it is included in [KZ.KEI . This would
in fact correspond most closely to the expression in the 2-layer mod-
el of the Reynolds stress term(CLO/dp(iU . It has instead been com-
bined with the other LO& term on the right side of (6.3). Perturbation
energy arising from flow over mountains must in principle come
completely from the basic current, i.e., even theVyc.& term could
in a certain sense be thought of as being part of tKZ.KEj , even
though it is not in the form of a Reynolds stress. In any event, the
last term in (6.3) is small in the results and the reader may, if
he wishes, imagine that it has been included in (KZ.KEl and not 5 rTS
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of zonal available potential energy (AZ) to AE (i.e,, (AZ.AE})

An increase of AE at the expense of AZ -requires poleward flux of warm

air or the equatorial flux of cold air (wher A)A. so that, from

thermal wind considerations, T decreases poleward). The conversion

{KE.AE} is given by the next term. Note that this represents the

link between the AE and KE equations. The third member of (6.4)

represents the parameterized destruction of AE by radiative and small-

scale processes (D ) while the final term is the source of AE

due to thermal forcing (5.). It can be seen that AE is produced

by heating where it is warm and cooling where it is cold.

In the notation introduced in the previous paragraphs, the

two zonally averaged energy equations may be written in the fol-

lowing way:

Z.4- E + AE -V E) +' SMT -PW (6.5)

and

-I RE 1A E + "DA ID (6.6)

where DFRIC and DRA are negative by definition.

The energetics of our model are summarized schematically

in Fig. (6.1). (This represents an incomplete picture of the ener-

getics of the model, however, as it does not include a description

of the energetics of the basic state)
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Energetics of the Model Atmosphere

In the remaining of

getics of the response of the

both the hypothetical and the

heating) forcing fields*. We

with some observed values.

this chapter we will discuss the ener-

two-layer model due to forcing by

"total" (i.e., orographic plus latent

will briefly compare the latter case

* The form and magnitude of the hypothetical energy sources are dis-
cussed in Section 5.1. A similar discussion of the orographic and
heating fields appears in the second chapter.
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6,2 Energetics of the Hypothetical Cases

(A) Energetics with ,c. 0

Figs. (6.2) and (6.3) portray graphically the eddy avail-

able potential energy (upper part of the figure) and the eddy kine-

tic energy balances (lower part of the figure) expressed mathemati-

cally in (6.3) and (6.4). Each process is identified with the no-

tation used in (6.5) and (6.6). The total values of the KE and AE

are shown in Figs. (6.6) and (6.7), as a function of latitude.

We will consider the thermally driven case first. The

energy enters the system by heating where it is warm and cooling

where it is cool. The source term % has a maximum at the equator

and decays fairly rapidly towards the poles. Except for a small

radiational dissipation, the increase in AE is nearly exactly bal-

anced by the creation of KE. This must be the case inasmuch as by

the very nature of positive values of 5 we must be raising (lower-

ing) warm (cold) air. The KE is then distributed latitudinally

by the pressure work effect PW. The positive values of PW near the

equator signify a convergence of wave energy (or an equatorial flux

of wave energy from both hemispheres) while poleward of / *i

the flux is divergent. This energy flux has the effect of creating

the small motions in the subtropics that we noted in Section 5.2.

Except for a small interchange between KZ and KE, the motions are

effedtively balanced by frictional dissipation, which we had anti-

cipated in Chapter 5. The small conversion between KZ and KE is a
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result of an equatorial flux of eddy momentum into the easterly

maximum at the equator.

The orographic forcing enters the system by creating KE.

The source term 5n possesses a maximum at the equator which rapidly

decreases with latitude. The kinetic energy is redistributed equator-

ward and poleward as indicated by the PW term which shows a thin

positive equatorial band flanked on either side by a diverging

wave energy flux. It is interesting to note that there is nearly

zero conversion between KE and AE. Most probably this is due to the

constraints on the size of the vertical velocity at the mid-level

near the equator.

The distributions of the AE and KE for the heating at

/A .=0 are shown in the upper and lower diagrams of Fig. (6.6a).

The most notable feature is the concentration of KE in the vicinity

of the equator although small secondary maxima exist towards the

poles. These correspond to peaks in the AE distribution. Presu-

mably the small poleward flux of KE (via the PW effect) is producing

a response far away from the equator. Near the poles this energy

is converted into AE producing the AE peaks. (N.b. small positive

values of the conversion (KE.AE} can be seen near the poles in

Fig. (6.2).) In the discussion of the velocity distribution in

Chapter 4 we noted the existence of these weak circulations. Also

from the velocity distribution it is obvious that close to the

equator most of the KE is in the zonal component but that as.we

move poleward the kinetic energy is more equally divided between

41"It
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FIGURE 6.2 Energy balance of the two-layer model, with the.

.__ basic state ANN, due to forcing from a hypothetical heat source

located at/A = 0. The various processes are labelled in the
notation of (6.5)'and (6.6). For clarity the (AE.KE) curve is
not -shown in the KE balance as its negative appears in the AE

balance.
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the two components.

In Fig. (6.7), we have the At and KE distributions for the

orography forting. We note a similar concentration of KE near the

equator of which nearly all is in the zonal component also. The

KE maxima near the equator seen for both forms of forcing are a

reflection of the excitation of the Kelvin wave.

(B) Energetics with ,e --.

Figs. (6.4) and (6.5) show, respectively, the energetics

of the thermal and orographic forcing centered at . Most

striking is the' fact that we have increased the size of the proces-

ses by an order of magnitude in moving the forcing functions away

from the equator and into the westerlies. In the discussion of the

kinematics in the fifth chapter we concluded that the addition of

geostrophic motion and the possible excitation of westward propa-

gating modes with phase speeds close to the westerly wind regime were

most probably responsible for the increase in magnitude of the

response.

The energetics are also more complicated. In the ther-

mally forced case most of the heating is converted into KE althouigh

there is a small conversion into AZ and a little dissipation by

radiation. The negative [AZ.AE contribution is caused by the

latitudinal advection of warm air into warm locations and cold air

into cold locations and this -acts like a very weak refrigerator.

The resulting KE is redistributed by the pressure interaction term.
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This produces a convergence of wave energy on the equatorward side

of the heat source where to maintain the XE balance there is a large

dissipation due to friction and a production of mean zonal kinetic

energy at the expense of the eddy energy. This latter conversion

is produced by a poleward momentum flux up-the-gradient of the wes-

terly basic flow. This may be interpreted as meaning that the

steady perturbations are helping maintain the basic zonal maxima.

The kinetic energy balance of the orographic case appears,

at first glance, to be similar to the heating energetics. Both

cases have basically the same PW structure and each converts eddy

kinetic energy into mean kinetic energy. There is, howevar, one

major difference. Besides the forcing due to the orography, there is

a contribution from the eddy a% ailable potential energy via a posi-

tive (AE.KE3 conversion. This is due to the fact that the AE is.

increasing at the expense of AZ on the poleward side of the moun-

tain. Apparently the mountain is causing the latitudinal advection

of warm air into cool regions and vice versa and thus producing AE.

Figs. (6.6b) and (6.7b) show the distributions of AE and

KE for the heating and orographic forcing. The maximum KE for the

heating appears well equatorward of the maximum heating while the

AE maximum is slightly on the poleward side. The orographic ener-

getics, on the other hand, possess a broad KE peak which has large

values on both sides of the mountain. The maximum in the AE is well

poleward of the maximum forcing. Interestingly, both cases possess

the property that the ratio between the kinetic energy and the
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potential energy (i.e., KE/AE) is largest near the equator, approach-

ing unity near /- k* and becConting tmall .n!ar the poles.

It is interesting to spectilate why the perturbations ex-

cited by orography are capable of gainihg relatively largA amounts

of AE at the expense of AZ whereas the waves excited by thermal

forcing are not. The investigation in the last chapter showed that

when the model was thermally forced at the mid-level, the motions

and the height perturbations were nearly completely out of phase

between the two levels. Consequently the vertical, mean of the merid-

ional motion (i.e., V 1+V2 ) is rather small. Just to the north and

over the heat source this quantity is negative. As the temperature

about the heat source is relatively high, in-this region -2).

Then as we are advecting warm air equatorward, we see from (6.3)

that fAZ.AE3 < 0. With the orographic forcing function there is

only a small phase shift with height. This means that the lee

trough, for example, will remain in phase in the vertical with the

equatorial meridional velocity component. From Fig. (5.5b) we see

that i so that we are advecting cold air equatorward

(or on the other side of the trough, warm air poleward) so that

[AZ.AEI is positive.

The study of the energetics of the four hypothetical cases

suggests that the standing motions in the tropics are excited prin-

cipally by two methods. These are either a direct (AE.KE} con-

version af.low latitudes due to the latent heating or by a pressure-

work redistribution of KE generated by higher latitudes by orographic
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and thermal forcing.

6.3 Computed Seasonal Energetics

The computed KE and AE balances for DJF and JJA are shown

in Figs. (6.8) and (6.9) respectively. The-common feature in each

of the diagrams is the relative size of the energetics of the north-

ern hemisphere compared with the southernhemisphere. Possibly this

is due to the dominance of the Himalayan effect in DJF and the Indian~

heating in JJA. As we noted previously, the effect of the forcing

in the tropics is seen to extend well poleward in each hemisphere.

The features of the AE and KE balances are explained by

reference to the previous discussion of the hypothetical cases.

We note especially that the model predicts a conversion of eddy

kinetic energy to zonal kinetic energy at all latitudes in the tropics

except for a weak narrow band about the equator.in each season.

From Vincent's (1969)-results it appears that the computed sense of

this conversion agrees with the observations for both tropical

hemispheres in DJF and the northern hemisphere in JJA. For the

latter season, observations (Kidson, et. al., 1969) indicate that

in the southern hemisphere there is a relatively strong northward

flux of momentum in the upper troposphere (at > 200 mb) between 15*S

and the equator. This appears to result in a positive {KZ.KE -

conversion which is contrary to our predictions.

The latitudinal distributions of AE and KE appear in

Fig. (6.10). Both seasons show a much larger energy content north
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of the equator than to the south. Plotted upon the seasonal KE

distributions (black dots) are estimates made by Kidson (1968).

This data shows a similar distinction between the hemispheres.

The results for DJF are especially compatible although only fair

for JJA. Unfortunately there are no similar distributions of AE

available with which to compare. However, from the temperature

data presented by Kidson (1968) it is obvious that the AE will

possess a minimum at low latitudes as shown in Fig. (6.10).

One further comparison may be made using the KE budgets

of Manabe's et al. (1970) general circulation model. Comparing our

DJF KE budget with Manabe's moist model KE budget (loc. cit. Fig.

6.1) we find faitly good correspondence, even though our energy

distributions are much simpler. Most importantly Manabe's model

also appears to depend upon the local low-latitude generation of

AE and a lateral coupling with forced motions to poleward.

In summary, it appears that our very simple linear model

has managed to reproduce some of the low-latitude energetics observed

in the atmosphere. Furthermore this simplicity has allowed us to

approach an understanding of how various steady forcing functions

within and without the tropics can affect the circulation of the

atmosphere.
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CHAPTER 7

SOME CONCLUDING REMRKS

In this thesis the zonally asyimtric time-independent

motions of the tropical atmosphere have been studied. Within the

confines of rather simple linear models we have managed to find some

agreement between the observed and predicted velocity fields. Fur-

thermore we have been able to attribute to the various forcing func-

tions their relative importance in producing steady circulations.

The results have been discussed at some length in the appropriate

sections and are summarized in the Abstract. It remains to make some

unifying comments about the results and to discuss some general

features of the large-scale circulations in the tropics.

Generally we can conclude that at low latitudes the zonal

asymmetries in the heating field due to the release of latent heat

are the most important energy source. For reasons already discussed,

orographic forcing in the easterlies appears to have less influence

upon the large-scale structure of the atmosphere, especially in the

upper troposphere. As we move poleward into the basic westerlies

the influence of the mountains increases to a position of near par-

ity with the thermal forcing. From the study of the energetics in

Chapter 6 we have seen that the forcing functions located in the

sub-tropics (e.g., the Himalayas and the Indian heat source), have

considerable influence at lower latitudes. This lends some cre-

dence to the conclusions of Eliassen and Palm (1961) that standing
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eddies located in mid-latitudes possess an equatorward flux of

wave energy. The agreement between the observed and predicted re-

sults suggests that major forcing functions influencing the tropics

are located within or border the tropics and have been included in

our fields of forcing functions. The northern subtropics of the

Pacific appear to be an exception to this.

Considering the simplicity of the two-layer model and the

manner in which we included the forcing functions it is surprising

that the agreement between the observed and predicted result was as

good as it appeared. There are probably two reasons for this. In

the first place the latent heating was included, by necessity, at'

the mid-level of the model. This involves the implicit assumption

that the release of latent heat is distributed equally throughout

the vertical. As discussed in Chapter 2, Vincent's (1969) estimates

of the vertical structure of the latent heat release show a maximum

near 500 mb near the equator. This means that the manner in which

we have included the latent heat is probably reasonable. The second

reason is probably the dominance of the dissipative processes for,

steady motions at low latitudes which renders the vertical part of

the waves near the equator exponential rath4- than oscillatory. Be-

cause of this structure the effect of the artificial rigid upper

boundary condition will be minimal. Thus for steady motions a two-

layer model appears to be a fairly good approximation to the tropi-

cal troposphere although its extension to the study of transient

modes, where the frequeticy will be much larger and the solutions
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oscillatory in the vertical, is questionable.

While we have purposely considered only forcing located

within the tropics, it appeats that a logical extension of this study

is to include the fields of forcing functions from higher latitudes

also. In this manner we should be able to overcome the problems

encountered in the Northern Pacific. Such an extension, however,

presents the problem of determining the latent heat forcing fields

at higher latitudes. This would seem to be a more difficult problem

than at low latitudes because of the existence of large areas of

different classes of clouds, both precipitating and non-precipitating,

so that the simple satellite cloud technique used in this study may

not be applicable. Furthermore, because the effect of sensible heat

transport becomes more important poleward of 30*, we would require

a greater vertical resolution than we now have to be able to include

heating nearer the ground. It would also be desirable to allow for

the horizontal variation of the static stability which changes rapid-

ly through the mid-latitudes.
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APPENDIX A

COMPARATIVE EVALUATION dF 'HE LAT2NT IIEAT ESTIMATES

An evaluation of the latent heat estimates presented in

the second chapter will now be made. To do this we will compare

them with estimates calculated using precipitation data.

Three areas are chosen for the comparison. Each area

possesses fair to good data coverage so that the precipitation

distribution is fairly well known.- The areas consist of two con-

tinental regions, India and Africa, plus an oceanic region in the

Central Pacific. Mean precipitation distributions for JJA were

used for the continental regions* and an annual distribution for

the oceanic areat. (Similar compilations for DJF were not available.)

The comparison is made in the following way. The function

u-W (0) is first calculated by assuming that all the precipitation

was condensed. Second, Lg (0)() is calculated using the

method described in Chapter 2. The two determinations are then

compared.

Prior to gauging the success of the scheme, the following

points about the data are worth noting:

* Precipitation data used was compiled by the M.I.T. Upper Atmo-
sphere Project headed by Professor R. E. Newell.

t Data originates from a study by Jordan (Iq6g).
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(g) Th~e wean semona.1 satellite albedo data is the mean

of only one three-month period. However, the regions of highest

rainfall are the regions of least taridbility (Riehl, 1954). Thus

we can expect the albedo charts to be fairly good approximations

to the longer term means, if such data was available.

(b) The season mean precipitation data comes from rec-

ords of between seven and ten years.

(c) Dashed isopleths in the following diagrams indicate

regions of sparse data.

Comparison (1) INDIAN REGI0N (JJA)

Isopleths of total latent heat release in a unit column

(cal/cm2day) are shown in Ftg. Al for the sedWn JJA. Generally

very good agreement prevails over the entire region with maxima

and minima in corresponding positions. The only disparity appears

to be a 10 per cent overestimate in the central area.

Comparison (2) EQUATORIAL AFRICA (JJA)

This comparison is shown in Fig. A2.- The similarities

tend to outweigh the differences. Both distributions are dominated

by a narrow intense maximum with a magnitude in excess of 400 cal/

cm2day. The western end of the belt appears to be overestimated,

but the comparison is made with a region of little data.
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C r n(S) SQUATORTAI CENTRAL PACIFIC (ANNUAL MEAN)

The comparison for the Marshall -Line Island area is

shown in Fig. A3. The basic features are identical in each esti-

mate, although the albedo method tends to underestimates the mag-

nitude of the maximum strips by 10 to 20 per cent.

The three comparisons indicate good agreement between the

two methods and allow us to use the estimates of

from the second chapter with some confidence.
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(i) (0) by precipitation.
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